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SAMENVATTING

Farro, M.J.;
Straight line detection in low contrast ima1!"es: theorv and application.

Afstudeerverslag, vakgroep ER, Faculteit Elektrotechniek, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, juni 1992.

Het onderzoek is gedaan in het kader van het Esprit project: "Hephaestos" getiteld: "Intelligent robotic welding
systems for unique fabrication". Dit verslag beschrij ft enkele methoden die in een vision systeem kunnen worden
toegepast voor het herkennen van rechte lijnen in beelden van werkstukken, die door rechte lijnstukken zijn
gekenmerkt. Met de herkende lijnen kan vervolgens object herkenning worden uitgevoerd. Het systeem wordt
gebruikt om lasnaden in unieke scènes te vinden. Met deze gegevens kan vervolgens een lasmanipulator worden
geprogrammeerd zodat de naden kunnen worden gelast. Hiervoor wordt eerst een 3-dimensionale representatie
van de scene geproduceerd. Dit gebeurt met een survey systeem. De scene wordt opgenomen door een camera.
Aan het beeld dat deze camera produceert moet een 2-dimensionale representatie worden ontleend die alle
belangrijke informatie bevat. Dit is een 2-dimensionaallijnen beeld.
Een aantal methoden worden besproken waarmee 3-dimensionale informatie uit camera beelden kan worden
geëxtraheerd. De theorie wordt besproken die nodig is om een goed survey systeem te ontwikkelen. Eerst
worden definities vastgesteld die men nodig heeft bij het digitaliseren van het camera signaal.
Verstoringen die in de beelden optreden worden beschreven. De verstoringen die tijdens het digitaliseren
optreden of al aanwezig waren moeten met het survey systeem te niet worden gedaan.
Voor het ontwikkelde systeem zijn criteria gebruikt als snelheid, nauwkeurigheid en betrouwbaarheid.
De gebruikte randdetectie methode produceert 2-dimensionale lijnen beelden. Het lijnenbeeld kan worden
verbeterd door voorkennis te gebruiken. Dit gebeurt door het selecteren met heuristische regels welke door een
expert systeem zouden moeten worden geproduceerd.
De prestaties van het ontwikkelde systeem worden besproken.
Het systeem is automatisch en vraagt alleen in uitzonderlijke situaties, zoals een te donker beeld, om menselijke
interventie.
De taak om een prototype rechte lijn detector systeem te ontwikkelen is geslaagd. Het systeem zou nog
verbeterd kunnen worden aan de hand van aanbevelingen in hè! verslag. Het systeem levert lijnen beelden van
goede kwaliteit die geschikt zijn voor gebruik door een object-herkenningssysteem.

SUMMARY

Farro, M.J.;
Straif!ht line detection in low contrast imaf!es: theorv and application.

Master thesis, Section Measurement and Control (ER), Electrical Engineering,
Eindhoven University of Technology, The netherlands, June 1992.

This report was made in the scope of the Esprit project: "Hephaestos" entitled: "Intelligent robotic welding
systems for unique fabrication". The report describes some methods which can be applied in avision system
tor the recognition of straight lines. Avision system is needed to find welding seams in unique scenes. With
this information a welding manipulator is programmed in order to weld the seams. To do this a 3-dimensional
representation of the scene is produced. This is done by the survey system. The view of a scene is obtained by
a camera. From the image a representation that contains all the important information of the image has to be
extracted. This is a 2-dimensionallinedrawing.
A number of methods is discussed which are used to extract 3-dimensional intormation from an image acquired
by a camera. Also the theory necessary to develop an approximation survey system is treated. First some basic
definitions are made that are necessary tor digitizing the camera signa!. Disturbances in the images are
described. These disturbances that occur during digitizing or that were present in the image before the digitizing
should be suppressed by the survey system.
For the application criteria like speed, accuracy and reliability are considered. The implemented edge detection
algorithm produces straight 2-dimensional line drawings. The linedrawings can be enhanced by using a priori
knowiedge. This will be accomplished by an expert system using heuristic rules which are proposed in the
thesis. Due to the absence of an expert system at this moment the operator has to fulfil the task of the expert
system.
The performance of the system is discussed. The system will be automatic and only by exceptional cases like
too dark images, human intervention will be required.
The task to develop a prototype automatic line detector is accomplished. The system can be improved and
recommendations conceming future improvements are described. After implementation of the expert system the
resulting line drawings will satisfy the requirements of the object recognition system.
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1. Introduction

In the january 1990 the ESPRIT-project 5369, Hephaestos was initiated.

The objective of this European project is to advance the technology of robotic welding for unique

fabrications. A lot of skilIs of science must be brought together to complete the project. The project,
is entitIed: "Intelligent robotic welding systems tor unique fabrications".

Avision system supplies information necessary tor the control of the welding robot. The vision

system surveys the scenes with a camera and acquires the necessary 3-dimensional information. The

robot weids the seams with the obtained intormation.

The research described in this report is focused on the survey system which is a part of the total.
vision system. A survey system is a computer system tor acquiring 3-dimensional geometrie data.

Some a priori intormation is known about the objects in the scenes. The recovery ofthe 3-dimensional

information (position and orientation of the objects in a worid coordinate system) has to be fulfilled

with a certain accuracy. All the objects should be detected and the positions ofthe welding seams (or

objects) retrieved tor the robot control should be accurate within 5 cm of the real positions. It is

preferred that the accuracy realized should be as high as possible. The output information has to be

put into a structure that has to be developed.

The task is to develop an operating system to produce 2-dimensional line drawings with a camera.

Finding a 2-dimensional line representation is a basic step in a survey system. A lot of operations are

necessary to realize a system that can obtain 2-dimensional line drawings out of camera images. These

are operations as stretching and tiltering of the image, edge detection and I ine estimation. Some

methods for edge detection and line estimation are discussed and the best for this application were

chosen. The choice of the components tor the total vision system depend on the characteristics of the

scenes but also on the combinations ofthe operations that are possible. The methods vary from simple

and very fast methods to complex but slow methods. Criteria Iike speed accuracy and reIiabiIity are

evaluated. First a rough line drawing is produced. These contain also the low contrast lines. A lot of

these Iines are false Iines. The tinal step is an enhancement of the detected line drawing. This can be

accomplished by using a priori knowiedge. With heuristic rules delivered by an expert system a

selection is made which Iines are "reai" Iines and which lines are false Iines.
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2. Image acguisition

In vis ion applications grabbing the image is the first operation of a system. Grabbing is the

acquiring of the scene with a camera. There are more type of cameras like cameras with a

cathode-ray tube or solid state CCD (charge coupled devices) video cameras. It is also possible to

view in a small frequency spectrum light with filters on the camera. In this report a standard CCD

camera is applied. First the conversion trom an analog signal to a digital (image) signal is

discussed. Then the 3-dimensional to 2-dimensional transformation respectively the scene to image

transformation is explained. Finally the sources of noise are identified.

2. 1. The camera and frame grabber

The camera used is a CCD camera. The camera produces an analog signaI. This analog signal is

discretized by the frame grabber.

We first define the following notions for future discussion.

image : often called a picture; a monochrome light intensity function of two geometrical

variables (x,y) generated by viewing (or more accurately: sensing) a scene. It is not

necessarily in the (human) visual spectrum. A sensor (often a CCD camera) converts

scene radiometric information into images. It is the (usuaIly) irreversible and

non unique nature of this transformation which presents many of the difficulties in the

processing, analysis and interpretation of imagery.

scene: a collection of 3-D objects with some geometrical arrangement and usually governed

by the physical laws of nature. The scene contents include radiometric energy which

becomes the basis for the image of the scene.

If we make an image function f(x,y), we can see that it is scalar function of 2 variables.

This function f(x,y) is a collection of greyvalues tor the pixels. Practical concerns related to the

f(x,y) representation of an image are:

1. f has a finite range of values

2. x and y have a tinite extent. The image plane or sensor has a limited field of view, and due to

sampling, a tinite resolution.

3. Both f and (x,y) are quantized in practice. The discrete nature of these quantities, while

allowing computer processing, introduces other concerns, such as the effects

of sampling (like iIls).

It is worth to note that the continuous or discrete versions of the f(xj,y) depend on : .

1. The viewing geometry - that is, the geometrical relationship of the sensor to the scene;

the nature and source of scene iIlumination; and the characteristics of the sensor e.g. the focal

length or magnitication, sensor spectral intensity response and geometrie characteristics.
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image inlensilY function f(x.y)

Figure 2.1 The function f(x,y) tor an image

2. The composition of the scene - that is, object content and geometrical relationships,
retlectance/self-illumination properties in the spectra on interest.

The image function, which is a 2-dimensional continuous function in reality, is sampled by the
camera and the frame grabber. This is done in order to be suitable for computer processing. An
image function must be sampled both spatially and in amplitude. Discretization of the spatial

coordinates (x,y) will be called rasterization. Discretization of the amplitude f(x,y) is called
quantization. One sampled element of the function f(x,Y)conlinuoWl ~ f(xj,Yi)",ml.'od with f(xj,y)""mpled as
the sampled function and i and j integers.
In the rest of the report we write f(x,y) tor the sampled form.

Figure 2.2 An example of the differences caused by changing number of greylevels and of pixels.

Normally the x-y domain of an image is square but this is no constraint. A sampled element f(x,y)
is called a pixel. The camera and frame grabher, that are used in the research, produce images of
512",512 pixels. For the grey-Ievel quantization, there are 256 greylevels available. Of course the
number of greyvalues and the number of pixels effect the resolution that can be achieved with the

image grabbing and with the whole vision system.
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Sometimes nonuniform sampling or quantization are used. The image can normally also be

processed in the computer after digitizing. The advantage of nonuniform digitizing is that a higher

accuracy of digitizing can be achieved, then when the scene is uniform digitized and then
nonuniform processed. Fine sampling is required in the neighbourhood of sharp greylevel
transitions. The disadvantage is, that the nonuniform digitizing has to be done in hardware

(otherwise the accuracy decreases). If the scene characteristics change then the nonunifonn

digitization has to be changed and sa the hardware has to be changed. Also the necessity to

identify digitizing boundaries can cause problems.

2.2. The camera model

The camera model explains the 30 to 20 transformation. So the transformation from a 30 scene

to a 20 image.

Xo---+I

Yo---.t
Zo -----+I

Figure 2.3 The transformation model

T
1----.X.1

I----.Yj

Now a projection model will be explained. If avision system wants to extract a 30 representation
out of a image then it is necessary to use the inverse of the model. This information that was

deleted during the projection has to be completed by the vision system.

The projection model that is used is shown in figure 2.4 .

Figure 2.4 The projection model for the 30 to 20 transformation.

The model of figure 2.4 is a pinhole camera model. A pinhole camera model is ideal in the sense

of sharpness. It is not used in reality because the light iIIumination is to low. In this report the z-
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axis is taken as the optical axis of a camera. The centre of projection lies on the optical axis in~,

at the pinhole. The image point Xj is the intersection of a line, through the object point .& aod the

centre of projection !C, and the image plane. The image plane is the plane where the sensor lies.
For example in a CCD camera this is the surface of the CCD chip. The image plaoe always has a

finite surface.

This gives a restriction to the object points that can be seen.

Now we will derive formulas which define the 30 to 20 transformation, with the parameters of a

camera. In figure 2.5 a simple leQS model is shown.

b

", foc:al point

"'" / Z-elC1S

v

c::::::::::::~._.._.._..__.._.._.._..- .::. ", X. centre of pro)ectlon

............... Ilo"

abJect "-••_ .... -...... ............~
...........

Figure 2.5 The lens model used

If ao object is in focus then there is arelation between the distances. The relation of the distances

of the image and the object are given by formula (2.1).

1

f
1
v

1
+-

b
(2.1)

where fis the focal length, v is the distance to the object and b is the distance from the middle of
the lens to the image plane.

The object image lies on the image plane and so the parameter b is an intrinsic camera parameter.

This cao normally be adjusted, to focus on a required distance. Then it is a constant. Also the

focal length is a intrinsic camera (lens) parameter. This is also a constant. This can be chaoged

normally by changing the objective. With a zoom lens it is possible to change the focal length

continuously within a certain range. v is the distance from the object to the centre of projection

along the optical axis.

The magnification Mof the lens system is given by formula (2.2).

bM=
v

= size of image object
size of the object

(2.2)

where Xi is the size of the object in the image, x.. is the size of the object.

By combining (2.1) and (2.2) we can write the magnification as

As can be seen in (2.3) there is arelation between Xi en Xp if the system is in focus. Now we cao

calculate the point on the image plane. The model here is only a l-dimensional model but the
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M=~
v-I

or [mm] (2.3)

same relations apply in the y-direction.

The 20 model is just the addition of two 10 modeIs.

The positional information of the point Xi is not extracted directly but with a CCD chip. This

means that the continuous ftmction f(x,y) is sampled. The CCD-chip is a two-dimensional array of

light sensitive pixels. The pixels'lie in the image plane. We have to transform the continuous

image information into pixel information. Then we get the new magnification formula.

x.
M=....!..

11 x
P

kJ: * I
=--

v-I
[pixelslmm] (2.4)

The parameter kx is the transformation factor from positional to pixel information. The parameter

kx stands for the number of pixels per mm on the CCD chip in the x-direction.

Still a correction is needed to adjust the image point of an object with xp = 0 on a pixel value O.
We need to know the origin of the pixel positions.

This results in the formula (2.5) which gives the transformation of a 30 point to a position in

pixels relative to the optical axis.

k * Ix: = _J:__ * X + I, v-I P 0
[pixels] (2.5)

The parameter Jo is the pixel coordinate, in the x-direction, where the optical axis intersects the

image plane (the CCD chip).

In the y-direction we can derive a similar formula.

k * I
Y: = _'1_- * Y + J

I I P 0v -
[pixels] (2.6)

The 20 position in pixels is given by using both formulas (2.5) and (2.6). This gives a

transformation of the scene point (xp, yp, ~) to the image point (x/, Yi').

By comparing the formulas (2.5) and (2.6) we see that they have their own conversion parameters

~ and k, . This means that they can differ from each other. This difference can be caused by :

the difference in distance, between adjacent pixels (CCD eens, centre to centre distance), in x

and y-direction. The pixelsize in x- and y-direction can be different from the pixelsize in the y

direction. The number of picture elements in a line as sampled by the frame grabber may differ

from the number of sensor elements in the line direction.

For calculations in world coordinates it is possible to use the model of figure 2.6 . This is needed

to calculate the points in world coordinates. The camera is not placed in the origin of the world

coordinate system. With transformations and rotations it is always possible to transform the

coordinates in the different coordinate systems.

For the conversion into world coordinates see [Schalkoff,1989] p.27 . Also the calibration of a
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""------.x.
olobal
coordinate

system

center of
projeCt ion

I optiCai axis

Figure 2.6 3D-model of the scene and camera in world coordinates

camera is discussed here. See also [Lim,1991] p.20 for more information about calibration. The

calibration is needed to find the values of the parameters ~, Js., Ia and Jo.
The formulas discussed previously are valid only for objects that are in focus. This means at a

distance voo A point light source at a distance Vo will produce a point on the imageplane. A point
that is not at a distance Vo will produce a dot (filled circle) of light on the imageplane because it is

not in focus. This can he seen in figure 2.7 . If the image plane is composed of light sensitive

pixels (ceIIs) then it is possible to calculate a focal depth. These are the object distances Vmin and

Vmax' between which we say that the object is in focus. If the dot, that is produced, is smaller then

the minimum size of a pixel then we say that the image is sharp and the point is in focus. The

light dot falls only on one pixel. This effect is represented in figure 2.6 .

Point 1 is exactly in focus and points 2 and 3 are at the border of sharpness. It can be noticed that

if the size of the pixel changes, then the focal depth changes. Normally the size of a pixel is

determined by the fabrication and cannot be changed by the user. Also, if the diameter of the lens

changes, then the focal depth changes. This mostly can be done by the user. It is possible to

derive the distances Vmin and Vmax with the formulas (2.7) and (2.8).
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lens

.................
..........

Figure 2.7 The model for the calculation of the focal depth

...........
......................

in focus

siZe
of
pixel

o

[mm]

[mm]

(2.7)

(2.8)

with Vo : object distance for optimal focusing

S : the minimum size of a pixel (in X- or Y-direction)

f : focal length of the lens

F : effective focal aperture of the system = f/D with D diameter of the lens

To get more sharpness, it is possible to increase the value of the aperture F because this increases

the focal depth. This is limited of course by the minimum quantity of light that the camera and the

vision system need to perform weil. If F is to large then the image produced by the camera will

be to dark for a good performance of the vision system and in a worst case all black. More light

is needed if the lighting of the scene is weak. Better lighting increases the sharpness. An other

method for increasing the focal depth, is increasing the focal length of the lens. To take more

distance to the scene and use a lens with a larger focal length. This also is limited because then

the object distance v should also grow. The size of the pixel is a constraint that is given by the

type of camera that is used. There is no way to increase the size of the pixel because this would

decrease the resolution of the system, that can be achieved otherwise. Normally a high resolution

is wanted for vision systems. The resolution can be calculated in a similar way as the focal depth.

If two point light sources fall on two separate pixels and do not overlap each other then they can

be detected as two separate points.
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2.3. The definition of noise

Noise is a general term and it usually stands for a collection of unwanted phenomenons that

disturb the signal. With the disturbance we mean that the signal differs from the "ideal" signal.

These phenomenons can be known or unknown. They also can be manipulable or not-manipulable.
In image processing systems a lot of kinds of noise can occur. We c1assify the different kinds in

groups and give a description of the characteristics of the kind of noise in each group.

There are four major groups. These are noise caused by image deformation, equipment noise,

false Hnes and lighting.

Image deformation and other lensfaults.

• Dispersion = The dependence of the refraction index to the wavelength of light. This can

cause chromatic aberration. This is a lens fault.

More faults are caused by other lens faults Iike

• Sferic abberation = The beams close to the edges of the lens are diverted to much and cause
the image to be unsharp. This is a lens fault.

• Coma = Lightbeams not falling perpendicular on the lens do not divert the same. This causes
unsharpness. It is a lens fault.

• Astigmatism = When the horizontal and vertical focal length are different. A source point

light can be seen as a Iinepiece in the horizontal and vertical focal length. In between the picture

is unsharp. This is a lens fault.

• Deformation = Because of the differences of the distances to the objects there are different
local magnifications that cause deformations. This deformation (see figure...) can be corrected for

flat planes but not for more complex scenes. The lensfaults can be avoided by choosing objectives

of good quality.The lensfaults mainly cause unsharpness. If the unsharpness stays under the

magnitude of the pixelsize in the camera then the image is still sharp for the vision system. A lot

of unsharpness is caused by the not ideal focusing of the camera.

no deformatlon

Figure 2.8 An example of deformation

-9-
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Equipment noise

This is noise that can be caused in- and outside of the vision system.

• Noise from outside of the system called spike noise is often caused by starting machines or

lights. These are strong pulses that are received in the cables and circuits of the vision system.

• Steady pixel noise = noise that is caused by the differences in sensitivity of the light receiving

pixels in the camera. This effect is very small and not worth correcting it.
• Conversion noise = measurement faults in the circuit but also quantisation faults in the analog

to digitaI conversion of the images. These faults are small if the measurements stay in the dynamic

range of the equipment. If pictures are to dark or to bright than conversion noise becomes a

problem.

False lines

• Sharp shadows can create intensity changes that are as strong and as sharp as real edges. This

makes it harder for the vis ion system to distinguish the real edges from the false edges. This can

be avoided by using diffuse light. In some application of vision system they use point lightsources

or other structured light sources because of the edge detecting method.

• Rust spots, chalklines or dents also create false lines. The lines that are recognized as real lines

but are lines that are not wanted. The place and length of these unwanted lines is unpredictable.

We also caB this noise and avision system should eliminate these lines too.

Faults by lighting

• In real scenes it often happens that the lighting intensity is not equal for all of the scene.

Normally one side is darker than the other side. This is a very low frequency effect and normally

it is no problem for avision system. This fault can be eliminated by taking a very frequency low

pass filter and subtract the resulting picture from the original picture.

Most of faults are not to avoid. Although good equipment will improve the quality of the images.

A lot of noise is small if good equipment is used like a good objective for the camera. The

lensfaults can be made low but the costs will increase. Also a weil considered plan for lighting can

give an improvement for avision system. The rest of the noise that can not be reduced should be

eliminated be the vision system.
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3. Acquiring 3-dimensional information with greyvalue images

In vision systems 3-dimensional (30) modelling is an important step in the system. The 30 model

should represent the recorded 30 scene (in reality). The model should contain all the important

characteristics that are needed for further processing by the vision system. A 30 model cao be

composed from 30 objects that ~ave certain characteristics and from a simple 30 wire model of

the real scenes. In order to acquire 30 information there are simple measurement systems called

tactiIe systems that work with touching or complicated systems that work with ultrasound or

laserlight.

In vision application the acquisition of the 30 information mapped to 20 is done by a camera.

Normally the camera is a greyvalue (black/white) camera. A camera produces 2-dimensional (20)

images. Extracting 30 information from 20 images is possible in many ways. Below we discuss

stereo vision, a moving camera method, recovering shape from shading, use of structured light

sources, using additional depth measurements and using pre-knowledge. We assume the camera

characteristics are known as weil as that the position of the camera in world coordinates.

3.1. Stereo vision with two cameras

The human eyes acquire stereo images and the brain estimates distances to objects from the stereo

view of the eyes. This is also feasible in vision systems.

If two cameras are used then it is feasible to get 30 information of a scene. The basis for

calculating distances is the triangulation concept. The model that is used for the method is shown

in figure 3.1 . The scene is recorded by two static cameras.

The position and the orientation (direction) of the cameras has to be known accurately. If a point

(only points of importance are used) is projected on two images then the distance of that point to

the cameras can be calculated. All the positions are in world coordinates. The distance that is

calculated is the real distance. It is only possible to obtain distance of a point as long as the point

is visible in both images.

The advantage of the system is that it is possible to calculate distaoces without any pre-knowledge.

Also the finding of edges goes weil. The disadvantage is that two images are needed and should

be processed.

The "correspondence problem" is the major disadvantage of the stereo vision method. The method

has to identify common points or objects in different images. Solving the correspondence problem

is normally time consuming and sometimes difficult. This cao be a problem in structured scenes

where Iines or points appear equal all over the scene. If parallel lines are close to each other than

it is difficult to find corresponding lines in the images. The distance between both cameras and
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figure 3.1 The model for stereovision

also the camera adjustments should be known accurately, to have an accurate distance calculation.

One of the methods to find the distance works with zerocrossings of the second derivative of the

images and then calculate the correlation between the images. The computational effort of

stereovision is very large. There are also other ways to find the correspondences between the two

images.

3.2. Usin~ structured Ii~ht sources

There are more kinds of structured light sources. The static structured light sources

([Kasturi,1991] p.44) have a characteristic pattern Iike a paralllel line pattern or a grid of light

dots This is shown in tigure 3.2a and 3.2b .

We assume that the orientations and positions of the Iightsource and the camera are known.

With the differences in the distances between neighbour points it is possible to calculate a relative

distance to the camera. As can be seen in fig. 3.2c the position of a detected point changes if the

height changes. The distance that is calculated is relative to the groundplate, if the angle of the

light source to the groundplate is known. Given the camera and light source position and

orientation, absolute coordinates (absolute distance) of the objects can be obtained. Also triangu

lation is used as in stereo. Fringes and Moiree have also discussed the use of special patterns of

light sources but it is not considered here.

The stuctured light can be a lamp with a grid or a moving laser. The intensity of the light source

has to be higher than the intensity of the present light. The light source has to make an angle with

(not perpendicular to) the groundplate of the scene. The camera is hanging perpendicular above
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Figure 3.2 The use of structured light sourees

the scene, sa the image plane of the camera is parallel to the groundplate.

The restrietion of structured light sourees is that there are Iimitations in the maximum difference

of height or the steepness of the edges. Also the accuracy of the mesurement is low. The points

cannot be to close to each other because then they might overlap. Because of the overlap it is

impossible to determine all the separate points. Therefore, step edges can create problems. The

method works better with smooth curved surfaces. The advantage is that the method is simple and

fast. The computational effort is relatively smal!.

3.3. Controlled light sourees

The controlled light sourees work with two or more flash lights. The lights all have a different

position to the camera (and to a groundplate). From the differences in the images recorded by the

same statie camera it is possible to calculate the height of the objects in the scene. The distanee

that is calculated is the distance d from the top of an object to the groundplate. It is possible to

calculate an absolute distance to the camera only from the images. It does not use the

straightforward triangulation technique as the struetured light sourees or stereo vision but is uses

similar principles. The shadows (xl,x2,x3,x4) differ in each image as shown in figure 3.3 . The

advantage is the acccuracy of measurement that is obtainable.

If two flashlights are used , then it is necessary to know the distance between the flashlights and

the groundplate. With more flashlights (in a known configuration) it is not necessary to know
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Figure 3.3 The use of more flashlights

these distances.

The disadvantage is that the computational effort that is needed is large and for scenes with too

much objects it is difficult to separate the objects. See the right side of the scene in figure 3.3.

3.4. Recovering share from shading

Recovering 3D-shape (indirectly depth) from shading can be done with several methods. One

method works with a rejlectance map. The retlectance map gives the relation between the surface

orientation and the brightness. It encodes information about surface retlectance properties and

Iight-source distributions and is very useful for recovering shape from an image. This method for

recovering shape from shading is given by [Hom, 1986]. This method has restrictions for the

possible class of objects. The surface should have no discontinuities in the partial derivative. An

example of such recovering is shown in figure 3.4. The shape is recovered and so the differences

in height (depth) are recovered.

An other method works with shape recovery from blurred edges ([Jain,1991] p.I77) . This

method only works with step edges and estimates the measure of blurring. This can teil something

about the distance.

The third method is a method that recovers shape from interretlections ([Hom,1986] p.167) . This

method works with any shape of object but there are restrictions to the Iighting of the scenes and

unsharpness of the images.

The advantage of these methods is that they only use one image.

All the shading methods calculate a relative distance and not an absolute distance. Also the
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Figure 3.4 Recovering shape from shading

accuracy of the measurement of the recovered shapes is bad for all the methods. They can only

work with monochrome objects (or scenes) because colour differences would produce differences

in distance even if they are at the same distance.

The last disadvantages are the restrictions that every method has. These restrictions concern the

shapes of the objects that are allowed, for example that an image has to be smooth or that

differences in height have a maximum.

3.5. 3D-shape acguiring with one moving camera

For acquiring 3D-information with a greyvalue camera, it is possible to use a moving camera. The

camera moves in any direction and produces several images that differ a bit. The 2D position of

the objects in the images differs. To calculate a distance it is necessary to have more images. This

is a disadvantage because a large amount of memory is needed to store the images. The velocity

of the camera should be constant. After the grabbing of the images, the images are processed to

find contours, lines or points. This is done with an edge detector. Edge detectors are described in

chapter 5 of this report.

Then differences in the images are detected and this gives an image as shown in figure 3.5 .

Figure 3.5 (a)Normal flow along contours is the input,(b)Full flow along contours can be

evaluated from the result,(c)Full flow in the neighbourhood is a velocity functional method.

The modelling that is used for the recovering of 3D data is described by [Schalkoff,1989]. The

principles that are used are explained. For the methods that are used with moving cameras see

[Jain, 1991] chapter 6. Some of the methods are explained there.

An advantage of the moving camera is the high accuracy that can be achieved. An other advantage

is the possibility to calculate the absolute distance in world coordinates. The disadvantages are that
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for one estimation you need more images and bigger memory capacity. Also more processing time

is needed. The computational effort increases according to the images that are used for the

estimation of the distances.

3.6. The use of pre-knowledge for 30-shape recovering

It is possible to get 30 information out of 2D images. If it is known what objects can be seen and

what the positions of the objects are in the image, then it is possible to find the 3D information in

a database. This is a way to use pre-knowledge. There is no standard way of using pre-knowl

edge. Of course this depends on the kind of information that the pre-knowledge contains and on

the 30 information that should be extracted. The vis ion system must supply (complete) all the

information that is missing. Below we discuss an example.

The pre-knowledge is composed of information from a database and from observation or knowl

edge of the operator. The database contains all the possible 30-objects. This can be wire models

but also complex 30 models with extra information of each object. The operator knows which

objects are used in the image and roughly the location of the objects in the image. After the

gathering of the information the vision system has to find the accurate distances between the

objects. This can be done in steps. First an edge detector is used. This gives an edge image. If a

rough placement is given for the objects, then the vision system has to find which detected edges

belong to the object. If the detected edges are accurate then the object should fit in the edges. For

fitting the objects in the image normally a rotation is necessary. In figure 3.6a the detected edges

are shown and in figure 3.6b and c the two fitted models are shown. Also the magnification of the

object has to be estimated. If the (x,y) coordinates of the objects are known in image coordinates

then it is possible to calculate the (x' ,y') coordinates in world coordinates. This is done with the

camera model. To add the z axis in the coordinates, pre-knowledge from the database is used.

With the magnification data it is possible to calculate an absolute distance.

For example if a rough placement of the objects is not known or even the objects in the scene are

not known, then object recognition is needed in the vis ion system. The less pre-knowledge there

is, the more operations are needed to find a 30 representation of the scene. The accuracy of the
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Figure 3.6 An example of fitting preknowledge on an image

3D recovery depends on the quantity of pre-knowledge. Also the noise in the images influences

the accuracy and also the separate operations of the vision system.

The advantage is that only one image is needed. An other advantage can be the high accuracy that

is possible but this depends on a lot of things like the pre-knowledge available. It is possible to

calculate an absolute distance. The computational effort needed also depends on the pre-knowledge

(because of the operations that are needed).

3.7. 3-Dimensional acquiring with additional depth measurements.

It is possible to extract 3D information out of a camera image with extra knowledge about

distances. This knowledge can be produced by a distance ca\culating system.

For distance measurements there are a lot of methods. These are

* manual

Measured by the operator. Then given into the computer. This is slowand not automatic.

* tactiIe (touching) sensor

Very slow but accurate. Needs a complex configuration for the sensor that needs to be

positioned.

* autofocus systems.

These are cheap and accurate, but work with a moving objective and therefore they are slow.

* time-of-flight

With ultrasound or with lasers. The measured time differences are very smal\. This complicates

the measurement. A solution is found in modulation. The disadvantage is the high costs of

a system.

* triangulation

With positionsensor (diodes) under 4S 0, the distance can be measured with the scheinflug

method. The advantages are: high speed, high accuracy and a large dynamical range.
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These systems supply depth maps. On the map are the heights of every point measured. Normally

the spatial resolution of the maps is low however sufficient because it is only additional

information to the image of the camera. If an object is recognized in the image and a good 20

estimation of the position of the objects is made then it is possible to add 30 information to the

image with the depth map. The depth map can also be used for object recognition because each

object has a typical height. After the recognition it is possible to look for the exact 20 position

information of the object. Together this gives a 30 model of the scene.

3.8. Oiscussion

Some methods for extracting 30 information have been shortly discussed here. Every method has

its advantages and disadvantages. The choice of a method for avision system depends on the

requirements of the vision system. If the vision system should be installed on a moving robot and

no pre-knowledge is available, then it can be best to choose for the 30-shape acquiring with a

moving camera as discussed in 3.5. If a lot of pre-knowledge is available an atractive optionis the

method described in 3.6. It is also possible to use a combination of methods. A combination of

methods might be a solution to overcome or avoid the disadvantage of a single method.

The method that is chosen in the vision system that will be discussed here, is 30-shape recovery

with pre-knowledge. This is discussed later in this report.

At last we can mention that the choice tor acquiring 30 information with a camera also depends

on restrictions from the image processing system and the environment where the system should

work. Also the costs of the total system that are allowed are important.

In appendix A we have a survey of recognition systems based on vision. We do not explain vision

systems here but the appendix gives a good idea about the existing recognition systems. In chapter

7 we discuss the vision system in short that was used for the project.
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE METHODS FOR RECOVERING SHAPE
FROM SHADING

Stereovision
+ absolute distanee caJculation
- two images needed with correspondences
- points should be visible in two images(=occ1usion because of the triangulation)
- large computational effort
- low accuracy (triangulation as with the structured light

Struetured light sources
+ smalI computational effort
+ absolute distance caJculation
- low accuracy
- restriction to edges to be detected
- occ1usions because of the triangulation

ControlJed light sources
+ high accuracy
+ absolute distance caJculation
- more images needed
- large computational effort
- only scenes with few objects

Recovering shape from shading
+ one image needed
+ smaIJ computational effort
- relative distance caJculation
- low accuracy
- restrietions shape to be detected

Moving camera
+ high accuracy
+ absolute distance caJculation possible
- needs more images
- large amount of memory needed
- large computational effort
- positioning necessary

Using pre-knowledge
+ one image needed
+ absolute distance possible
± accuracy depends on pre-knowledge
± computational effort depends on pre-knowledge
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4. Image enhancement operations

Image enhancement operations concern operations Iike stretching of an image or filtering of an

image. The information in the picture is not extracted but it is changed to make it better for

processing. We discuss two important operations. The first is the image stretching and secondly

the filtering is discussed. Some methods of filtering are handled.

4.1. Image stretching

Image stretching is used to change the dynamic range of the image. In the scenes that are used,

often only a smalI area of the whole range was used. The greyvalues range from 0 for black to

255 for white. Often the images only use a range of 30 to 100 greyvalues. With stretching it is

possible to make the range bigger. There are three different ways of stretch ing.

- linear stretching and

- histogram stretching

- local enhancement

The difference lies in the admitting of the new greyvalues.

Stretching pulls the used greyvalues from each other. Each pixel gets a new greyvalue depending

on the old greyvalue. It is also possible to clip some lower or some higher greyvalues respectively

255

o

Input image I T(x) j_o_utpu_timage

T(x)

f

('

O'----'A--B---A.255=
-x

figure 4.1 A Iinear transformation function

to a minimum or a maximum. In figure 4.1 the transformation function g=T(x) is given.

T(x) = n*x + offset for minimum < x < maximum.

Normally the function T(x) is a single-valued and monotonically increasing function in the interval

o to 255. This is necessary to be reversible. The order of the greyvalues does not change. The

input range is from A to Band the output range is from C to D. The transformation increases the

range of used greyvalues. This makes the image more pleasant to see. It seems that the contrast
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has increased. The human eye then finds it easier to detect Iines or interpret the image. Depending

on the vision system it is possible to enhance the operation of the vision system with stretching.

The advantage of stretching is the unifying character. lf a scene is recorded by a camera under

different Iighting conditions, for example a dark image and a bright image, then the vision might

interpret the two images differently. After stretching, the two images resembIe more. This is

because the image have the same characteristics Iike edges only in a different range of greyvalues.

The darker image becomes brighter and the bright image is becomes darker.

An important tooI in stretching is ahistogram.

A histogram of an image, denoted by P(t), represents the number of pixels that have aspecific

greyvalue (intensity) f as a function of f.

4.1.1. Linear stretching

Linear stretching pulls out all the eXlstmg greyvalues equally. In the output image all the

greyvalues have the same distance to the neighbour greyvalues. The transformation shown in

figure 4.1 is a Iinear stretching transformation function.

The advantage of Iinear stretching is that it does not affect the quality of the image. The image

gets more contrast and this makes it easier for the operator to find a line.

An other advantage is an improvement in accuracy of the filtering operations after the stretching

because more greyvalues can be used. With linear stretching the intervals between the greyvalues

are equal. This can be seen in figure 4.2 . There is also an example of Iinear stretching on images

in appendix C. The unifying character can be seen here. Normally the input range of greyvalues

reaches from A to Band often C and D are chosen respectively 0 and 255. In figure 4.2a the

histogram is shown of an image with a range between 80 and 128. In tigure 4.2b the histogram of

the Iinear stretched image is shown. The output lies between 0 and 250. The intervals that

increase the accuracy are equal, as can be seen.

The transformation is not c1ipped if the input range of greyvalues lies between the A and B.

Otherwise the input range is c1ipped to the greyvalues A and B. All the greyvalues under A get

the value A and all the greyvalues more then B get the value B.

Clipping is used if the darkest or most bright greyvalues contain no (important) information. For

example a chalkline or a mirroring surface can be very bright. If most of the pixels have

greyvalues in the range of A to Band only a small part of pixels have a greyvalues 0 and 255

then linear stretching without clipping does not change the image. lf the greyvalues are c1ipped

first and then stretched , the image will be stretched and the important image information is

enhanced. Sometimes vision systems work with percentages to find the stretching borders. Take a

minimum greyvalues A so that 1% of the darker greyvalues are c1ipped and take a maximum

value B so that 99% of the pixels are not c1ipped. The histogram of the image can be used to

decide where to put the border A and B for clipping. Clipping the greyvalues of images changes
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the information of the image. The process is not reversible. Only Iinear stretching is reversible.

Linear stretching is a fast operation because of the simplicity of the operation. Only a maximum

and a minimum input value are needed to preform a stretching. In vision systems, stretching is

normally done by using the Look Up Tables (LUT). Linear stretching does not use any pre

knowledge of the image except for the input range of the greyvalues.
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Figure 4.2 Histograms of linear stretching and equalization

4.1.2. Histogram stretching

Histogram stretching pulls out the greyvalues. This is done depending on the histogram of the

image. The histogram can be used to decide which greyvalues should be stretched more than

others. A method that is often used is called histogram equalization.

This method tries to linearize the cumulative histogram function

f

Pc"",if> = :E PU)
i-O

(4.1)

where PCt) is the histogram function of the image.

This means that in each part of the range of greyvalues in the stretched histogram there are

(about) the same number of pixels. So parts of the histogram that contain more pixels are more

stretched than parts that contain less pixels. In figure 4.2c the histogram of the image is shown.

The output range of greyvalues is between 0 and 255.

The histogram equalization enhances the contrast in parts of the image with low greyvalue

differences. It is assumed that there are high contrast change overs in the picture and that these
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are represented in the lower parts of the histogram. The transformation T(t) depends on the

histogram. This means that the result is not predictable but depends on the image.

If more pre-knowledge is available about the images that have to be stretched then it is possible to

use an other method of histogram stretching (histogram specification). For example if an image

exists of three big planes with three greyvalues and the edges in the image consists of greyvalues

between these three greyvalues then it is possible to make a T(t) that stretches the lower parts of

the histogram and hereby stretches the contrast of the edges.

An other typical application requfring this' type of transformation involves comparing two images

of a scene (taken by the same sensor with fixed geometric parameters) where the scene

iIIumination conditions under which each image was acquired were different, see [Gonzalez,1978].

The functions P(t) or Pcwn(t) of both images are fitted on each other. This makes it possible to

compare the images better. This is also called histogram specification.

An other method is called direct histogram specification. Here the greyvalues are first histogram

stretched and then redistributed again. For more information see (Wong,1990).

The images that are stretched by the histogram stretching look more unnatural to humans than the

linear stretched images.

The histogram stretching improves the accuracy more than the Iinear stretching, if we assume that

the important greyvalues are more stretched and the intervals on the important parts of the

stretched histogram are larger then with Iinear stretching.

4.1.3. Local enhancement

The methods discussed in the previous two sections are global, in the sense that pixels are

modified by a transformation function based on the greylevel distribution over an entire image.

While this global approach is suitable for overall enhancement, it is often necessary to enhance

details over small areas. Since the number of pixels in these areas may have negligible influence

on the computation of agIobal transformation, the use of this type of transformation will not

always have the desired local enhancement. The solution is a transformation that is based on the

greylevel distribution in the neighbourhood of every pixel in the image.

The histogram processing techniques discussed in the last section are easily adapted to local

enhancement. We define a nxm neighbourhood and move the centre of this area from pixel to

pixel. At each location, we compute the histogram of the nxm points in the neighbourhood and

obtain either a histogram equalization or histogram specification transformation function. This

function is finally used to map the level of the pixel in the centre of the neighbourhood. The

centre of the nxm region is then moved to the next pixel and the procedure is repeated. Since only

one new row or column of the neighbourhood changes while moving to the next pixel, it is

possible to update the histogram obtained in the previous location with the new greyvalues from

the new step. his approach has obvious advantages over repeatedly computing the histogram over
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all nxm pixels every time the region is moved one pixel location. Another approach often used to

reduce the computational effort necessary, is to employ non-overlapping regions but this will

usually produce an undesirable checkerboard effect.

The local stretching methods normally need more computations then global stretching methods.

But the results can be better. The effect can mostly also be done by a filter as will be discussed in

a following section.

Figure 4.3 Images before and after local enhancement
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4.2. Filtering operations

In addition to enhancement of images by contrast and dynamic range modification, images can

also be enhanced by reducing degradations that may be present. Here simple filters are discussed

that attempt to reduce random noise (conversion or steady pixel noise) and spike noise.

We have two sorts of filters. The linear- and nonlinear filters.

4.2.1. Linear filtering

With linear filtering we have more types of filters. These are ideal low pass filters, gaussian filters

or ideal high pass filters. There are still other filters not mentioned.

An operation that is often used in linear filters is convolution. For digital images we use discrete

convolution. The image is convolved with a kemel.

matrix, called h, of

going from h(-N,-M) to

2N.1A kemel is a

(2N+ l)x(2M+ 1)

h(N,M).

For a new pixel value g(x,y) of the filtered

image we use the formula

l(i,il

.(0,0) -
:i
'"

N M

g(x, Y) L L fix-i, Y-J) . h(i, J)
i=-N j=-M

Figure 4.4 The representation of a kemel

A convolved image is an image for which the formula was uSed tor every pixel.

The size of the image or the size of the kemel are not bounded. The size of a kemel (or image)

can be bounded by the time that is available for one calculation of a new pixelvalue. An infinite

kemel would use infinite time for one calculation, and is of course not realizable. The kemels are

mostly square but this is not a condition. This can be seen easily by filling in zeros for the values

h(i,j). Then the pixels on the places where h(i,j)=O do not add to the new pixelvalue. Any shape

is possible for convolution, in practice. It is also not necessary to put the old pixel in the centre of

the kemel. More about convolutions can be found in [Schalkoff,1989] p.85-p.90 .

The energy of a typical image is primarily concentrated in its low frequency components. This is

due to the high spatial correlation among neighbouring pixels. The energy of wideband random

noise is typically more spread out over the frequency domain. For example, when the degradation

is due to wideband noise, the effeetive SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) of the degraded image is much

lower in the high-frequency components than in the low frequency components, due to the

lowpass character of a typical image. The most used lowpass tilter is a mean (uniform) filtering
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Figure 4.5 Low pass-mean-filtering with a 3x3 kemel

over a certain area. The kemel is shown below in figure 4.5.

In figure 4.5a a 2-dimensional kemel is shown. This calculation takes 9 multiplications and

additions per new pixel. In figure 4.5b two l-dimensional kemels are shown. If the vertical kemel

is used first for convolution and then the horizontal kemel is used (or the other way around) then

the result is the same as the kemel of figure 4.5a. Only convolution with the two kemels of figure

4.5b takes 6 multiplications and additions per new pixel. As this example shows, sometimes it is

possible to increase the calculation speed by splitting the kemels up.This is called separability of

the linear filter. For a mean filter the splitting up (separating of a kemel) is simpIe. In appendix C

a graphical example is shown of the effect of low-pass filtering. Also lowpass filtering on an

image is shown. The kemelsize can be changed. For a smoother filter the kemelsize must

increase.

Lowpass filtering c1early reduces the additive noise but at the same time it blurs the image.

B1urring is a primary \imitation of lowpass filtering. The larger the kemel, the lower the cutoff

frequency of the filter. There are other kinds of lowpass filters then mean filters. Some are shown

in figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 Other lowpass kemels

The coefficients of the kemel are not all equal. This gives a weighted average of the neighbour

pixels. Also it is possible, to filter in a special direction. The kemels in figure 4.5b filter in a

vertical and horizontal direction. Other kemels are shown in figure 4.6c and 4.6d. These are made

for diagonal filtering.
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An other type of special lowpass filter is the Gaussian filter.

The gaussian filter is based on the continuous gaussian function. The

shown in formula (4.3)

l-dimensional function is

(4.3)g(x) = 1 . exp(~)
J27t02 202

This is a smooth function as can be seen in the graphic in figure 4.7. The fourier transform of this

function is

(4.4)

For image processing this formula must be extended to a 2-dimensional function

(4.5)

In the frequency space, the transform function h(x,y) is given by H(Ox,Oy)

(4.6)

We give the frequency transform of the gaussian function because the characteristics of interest lie

also in the frequency domain.

In figure 4.7 we show the two functions g(x) en G(w)

Q.7

0.6

0.•

G.3

0.1 ! ,__-.....,

0.1 ..~
o-~·····/)

Figure 4.7 The lD-gaussian function and the frequency transform

If we substitute _(x2+ y~ by r in the formulas (4.5) and (4.6) then the functions g(x) and G(w) are

similar to the formulas h(x,y) and H(Ox,Oy) .

As can be seen in figure 4.7, the gaussian function has a lowpass characteristic. The gaussian

function is smooth and concentrated bath in the spatial and frequency domain. A smooth h(x,y)
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willless Iikely introduce changes (like false edges or ringing) that were not present in the original

image. A more concentrated h(x,y) will less Iikely change (or move) the position of an edge.

These are two properties that are very pleasant in filtering.

The cutoff frequency of the gaussian filter can be adjusted with the parameter u.

A bigger u corresponds with a lower cutoff frequency. A smaller u corresponds with a higher

cutoff frequency.

For digital image processing we use a discrete version of a gaussian function. The discrete

approximation of the analog filter: are the values as in figure 4.7 but only on the discrete number.

The value of u should be chosen depending on the objects that are present in the typical image.

They depend on the requirements of the object recognition system too.
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Figure 4.8 The choice of the parameter u is Iimited

If the u is chosen to big then we get filter as in figure 4.8a. This filter is almost a meao filter

(uniform filter). A measure is, that the value in x= 1 is maximally 80% of the value of the

function in x=O.

If a u is chosen to small then we get a filter as in figure 4.8b. This filter is almost a delta function

and has no low pass tilter effect any more. The cutoff frequency is to high. Higher then the

resolution of the image. A measure is, that the value in x=I is minimally 10% of the value in

x=O. The gaussian filter has to be fit into a kemel. The resolution of a kemel is a restriction of

the filter. Normally this is no problem.

The size of the kemel is defined by the parameter u. If we assume that 99% of the function has to

be captured in the kemel then we see that tor a bigger u, we need a bigger kemel. A bigger

kemel means more calculations for the convolution. The necessary computational effort is a

disadvaotage of the gaussian filter. The smooth and concentrated characteristics are advantages.

A Gaussian filter is a separable filter. The computational effort can be reduced by splitting the

filter up.

Sometimes high frequency pass filters are used for image enhancement.

High pass filters emphasizes the high-frequency components of a signal while reducing the low-
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frequency components. This can be done by kemels. This is an easy way to sharpen the edges.

An other way is to take a lowpass tiltered image and subtract the tiltered image from the original

image. Sometimes it is useful to subtract a hit of the tiltered image from the original image. This

method needs more calculations then the highpass tilter with kemels.

The "quality" of the image is normally decreased hut for the human eye it can improve the local

contrast. Noise is also amplitied hy the high pass kemels. In tigure 4.9 an example of a high pass

filtering is shown.

Figure 4.9 (a) an original image, (b) highpass tiltered image

In Figure 4.9a the original image is shown. It is a x-ray pkture. The lowpass tiltered image was

taken from the image and suhtractecl partially from the original image. Then the image is linear

stretched again and this gives the image of tiglIre 4.9h.

4.2.2. Nonlinear filtering

The effect of linear tilters can be hetter explained than nonlinear tilters hut sometimes nonlinear

tilters have tilter characteristics that are needed hut do not have the unwanted properties of a

Iinear tilter, with the same characteristics. Here we discuss three types of simple nonlinear tilters.

These are median tilter, out-of-range pixel smoothing tilter ancl the local minimum (or maximum)

filter.

Median tiltering is a nonlinear process useful in reclucing impulsive, or salt-and-pepper noise. It is

also useful in preserving edges in an image while reducing random noise. Impulsive or salt-and

pepper noise can occur due to random hit error in a communication channel. In a median filter, a

window (kemel) slides along the image, ancl the median greyvalue of the pixels within the window

hecomes the output greyvalue of the pixel heing processecl. For example, suppose the pixel values

within a windoware 5, 6. 55, 10 ancl 15, ancl the pixel heing processed has a value 55. The

output of the median tilter at the current pixel location is 10 which is the median of the five
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values.

Like lowpass filtering, median filtering smoothens the image and is useful in reducing noise.

Unlike lowpass filtering, median filtering can preserve discontinuities in a step function and can

smooth a few pixels whose values differ significantly from their surroundings without affeeting the

other pixels.

Median filtered

(b) Ramp

Mean filteredOriginal.

u.ulillllllJJll uulill
(a) Step

LLLL1lll LLLL1lll illJllLl
~1111l111

(c) Single pulse

~~"IIIIII
(d) Double pulse

~Wlllli~
(e) Triple pulse

~LL1lllLL~
(f) Triangle

Figure 4.10 Mean- and median filter effects on greyvalue profiles

This is shown in figure 4.10. Given a symmetrical window shape, the median filter preserves the

location of edges. Median filters preserve certain edge shapes. The median filter reduces the

varianee of the greyvalues of an image. In the application of a median filter, no new greyvalues

are generated. Therefore the filtering operation cannot exceed the dynamic range of the input

image. An important parameter in using a median filter is the size of the window used. Intensity

oscillations with a period less than the window width are smoothed.

Here we discussed lD-median filtering. Not all the properties of a lD-median filter apply to a

2D-median filter. Like the edge preserving property. This can still be realized but with other

shapes then a square window (kemel). An example is the often used cross shape. Also two

separated lD-median filters are possible. One horizontal filter and one vertical filter. A median

filter is a nonlinear system and therefor the result is different if the two lD-median filters are used

in a different way. See appendix C for an example of a median filtered image.

Like median filtering, out-range pixel smoothing is a nonlinear operation and is useful in reducing

slat-and-pepper noise. In this method, a window slides along the image, and the average of the

pixel values, excluding the pixel being processed is obtained. If the difference between the average

and the greyvalue of the pixel processed is above some threshold, then the current pixel value is
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replaced by the average. Otherwise the value is not affected. Because it is difficult to determine

the best parameter values in advance, it may be useful to process an image using several different

threshold values and window size and select the best result.

An other filter is a local maximum filter. A local maximum filter enhances the bright parts of an

image. The average greyvalue of the image increases. It is a very easy way to perform a filtering.

A local minimum filter is of course also possible. This tilter enhances the dark spots of an image.

Noise can be a problem and som'etimes an image is first mean filtered and then local maximum

filtered. The last possibility is to put the local minimum and local maximum filter behind each

other. This gives an image that looks Iike an image with few greyvalues. By using both filters the

position of the edges stays about the same. The local maximum or local minimum filter are not to

accurate.

4.2.3. Freguency filtering

Frequency filtering is a filtering technique that works with calculation of the Fourier transform. It

is possible to make an ideal lowpass filter. This is not possible with normal kemels or the other

filters discussed before. But it can be done digitally. If the fourier transform of an image exists

then it is possible to use a transfer function to change the image. Then a inverse transformation is

needed to get the image back. Ringing is an effect that can happen because of the ideal filter

conditions. It is possible to make a lowpass- and a highpass filter with frequency filtering.Even a

bandpass filter is possible. A big disadvantage is the large computational effort that is needed for

the filtering.

There are still other methods Iike homomorphic processing, which work in the frequency domain.

In this particular application, the key to the approach is the fact that separation of the iIIumination

and reflectance components is possible. It is then possible for the homomorphic filter function

R(u,v) to operate on these components separately.

The iIIumination component of an image is generally characterized by slow spatial variations. The

reflectance component, on the other hand, tends to vary abruptly, particularly at the junctions of

very dissimilar objects. These characteristics lead us to associate the low frequencies of the

Fourier transform of the logarithm of an image with iIlumination, and the high frequencies with

reflectance. Although this is a rough approximation, it can be used to advantage in image

enhancement. IIIumination is directly responsible for the dynamic range achieved by the pixels in

an image. Similarly, contrast is a function of the reflective nature of the objects in an image. A

good deal of control can be gained over these components by using a homomorphic filter.This

requires specification of a filter function that will affect the low- and high frequency components

of the Fourier transform in different ways. The function is shown in figure 4.11.

A complete specitication of H(u,v) is obtained by rotating the cross section 360 0 about the vertical
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Figure 4.11 Cross section of a circularly symmetrie tilter function for use in homomorphic
tiltering. D(u,v) is the distance from the origin.

axis. If the parameters Oh anc! I'H are chosen so that I'L < I anc! I'H > I, the tilter function shown

in tigure 4.11 will tenel to decrease the low frequencies aml amplify the high frequencies. The net

result is simultaneOlls dynamic range compression aml contrast enhancement.

In appendix C some examples are shown from most of the tilters. Also a better explanation is

given for a some tilters. The characteristies are demonstrated on images that are filtered. The

choiee of a tilter depends on the purpose that has to be achieved. If an image has to be enhanced

tor the hu man eye then an other tilter is needed then if the image enhancement is used in front of

an edge detector or region splitter. The requirements are different för these two tasks.
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5. Edge detection methods

An edge in an image is a boundary or contour at which a significant change occurs in some physical

aspect of an image, such as the surface reflectance, iIIumination or the distances of the visible surfaces

from the viewer. Changes in physical aspects manifest themselves in a variety of ways, including

changes in intensity, colour and texture. Here we are only concerned about the changes in image

intensity.

Detecting edges is very useful in a number of contexts. For example, in a typical image understanding

task such as object identification, an essential step is to segment an image into different regions

corresponding to different objects in the scene. An other example, in the development of a low bit

rate image coding system is to code only the detected edges. It is known that an image that consists

of only edges is highly intelligible. In the developed system the detected edges are used for a object

recognition system.

The significance of a physical change in an image depends on the application: an intensity change that

would be c1assified as an edge in some applications might not be considered an edge in other

applications. In an object identification system boundaries may be sufficient for object identification

and contours that represent additional details within the object may not be considered as edges. A

product inspection system has to inspeet the details of the object or even the presence of the holes in

an object. Therefore it is not possible to give an definition of an edge, outside of the context of an

application. Nevertheless edge detection algorithms that are useful in a broad set of applications have

been developed. We will discuss some ofthe more representative edge detection algorithms that were

taken into consideration for the developed survey system described in chapter 6.

5.1. First derivative

We start with a l-dimensional representation of an image. We can see this as the function f(x) (or

signal) in figure 5.1. This is a l-dimensional edge. In typical problems, it is reasonable to consider

the value Xo in the figure, an edge point. One way to determine "0 is to compute the first derivative

f(x) or second derivative f'(x) and then look for the local extremum (minimum or maximum) of f(x)

or for a zerocrossing of f'(x) where f"(x) changes its sign. Here a method is discussed that exploits

the characteristics of f(x). In the next section, we discuss the second derivative f'(x).

In addition to determining the possible edge point "0, f(x) can also be used in estimating the strength

and direction of the edge in a more dimensional representation. If If(x) I is very large, f(x) is

changing very rapidly and a rapid change in intensity is indicated. We use the magnitude of the

gradient to find edges. One approach to edge detection is to use the system shown in figure 5.2.

In the lD-system, first If(x) I is computed from f(x). If If(x) Iis greater than some threshold, it is

a candidate to he an edge. If all values of x such that If(x) I is greater than a certain threshold are

detected to be edges, an edge will appear as an line (in 2-D as an area) rather than a point. The
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Figure 5.1 The derivatives of an edge function

choice of the threshold depends on the application. As the threshold increases, only the values of x

where f(x) changes rapidly will be registered as candidate edges. It is difficult to choose the threshold

optimally.

f(x, yl

(xo' yol is not
an edge point

Figure 5.2 System for 2-0 edge detection with the first derivative

The 20-system shown in figur~ 5.2 is generally applicable to detect various other types of edges. The

generalization of f'(x) to a 2-0 function f(x,y) is the gradient V'f(x,y) given by

V;7J(x y) = àj{x,y) î + àj{x,y) î
, èx% c3y>'

(5.1)

where Îx is the unit vector in the x-direction and Îy is the unit vector in the y-direction. The magnitude

of V'f(x,y) is first computed and is then compared with a threshold to determine the candidate edge

points. If all values of (x,y) such that IV'f(x,y) I is greater than a certain threshold are detected to be

edges, the edges will appear as stripes rather than thin lines.

The process of determining an edge line from a stripe of candidate edge points is called edge thinning.
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A complex method that is used for finding straight Iines in the edge maps is the Hough transform.

The Hough lransform can also be used to detect other specitic shapes in the edge maps. The Hough

transform is described in 7.6. The main advantage is the processing time needed for the Hough

transform.

A simple method of edge thinning is converting the thresholded image to a binary image and use a

binary erosion operation or better a skeleton operation to find a line. In an other simple edge thinning

algorithm, the edge points are selected by checking if IVf(x,y) I is a local maximum in at least one

direction. One difficulty with the sfmple edge thinning algorithm is that they create a number of minor

false edge Hnes in the vicinity of strong edge Iines. These can be overcome by adding restrietions 10

the edge thinning. An edge detection system that is based on a function such as IVf(x,y) I is called

a nondirectional edge detector. Systems that are based on a function that has a bias toward a particular

direetion is called a directional edge detector. If we use Iof(x,y)/ox I instead of IVf(x,y) I in the

system of figure 5.2, then the system will detect edges in the vertical direction, but will not respond

to edges in the horizontal direetion.

Because the images are discretized, we replace the partial derivatives for some form of difference.

For example, of(x,y)/ox may be replaced by

àft..x,y) ~ h(nl'n2) = [ftn
1
,n

2
) - j{n

1
-l,n2)]/Tax

or [ftn1 + l,n2) -j{nl'~)]/T
or [ftn1 + l,n2) - j{n! -1,n2)1I2T

(5.2)

Where f(n h n2) are pixel value of the image. Since the computed derivatives are compared later with

a threshold and the threshold can be adjusted, the scaling factors Irr and 112T can be omitted. For

taking the gradient of the image we use kemels. Some kemels are shown in figure 5.3.

[J]JJ
lJJJJ

1 -1
1 -1
1 -1

1 0 -1
1 0 -1
1 0 -1

kemels
tarx - directian

for Y• direktian the kemels are· 90 degrees ratated.
Figure 5.3 Some kemels for taking the gradient

The size and direction of a kemel can be adjusted by adjusting the kemel. Using bigger kemel makes

the gradient more smooth. If a kemel is used with size 3x3 then it is not possible to detect a Hne that

is one pixel thick. See [Schalkoff,1989], p.153 for more information about the size and "direction"

of the kemels.
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For the computing of the discrete approximation of IVf(x,y) I

we can use

IVAx,y) I .. Jifx(nl'~»2 + ify(nl'~»2 or
!x(n1,n2) + !y(nl'~)

(5.3)

(5.4)

the first approximation or the second approximation that is easier.

The approximation can be made in many different way. Also the edge thinning can be done in

different ways. It is best to smooth the image first before taking the gradient because noise wiJl

produce random edge points all through the edge map. Isolated edge points mayalso be removed by

some simple processing of the edge maps.

The advantage is that the first derivative method is simple to use and not too time consuming for

calculation.

Gradient magnitude based edge detection methods cause some discontinuities in the detected edge

contours. Also low contrast edges cannot be detected with this gradient based method because these

edges do not have a steepness more then the threshold. Also a good threshold must be available to

produce a good edge map. An other disadvantage is that a set of pixels are found but nothing is

known about the relation of these pixels to each other. There is no global information about pixels

of the edge maps that are found.

5.2. Second derivative

The objective of an edge detection algorithm is to locate the regions where the intensity is changing

rapidly. In the case of a 1-0 function f(x), searching for regions of rapidly changing intensity

corresponds to searching for regions where f(x) is large. For first derivative methods, f(x) is

considered large when the value of If(x) I is above a threshold. Another possible way is to assume

that f(x) is large whenever it reaches alocal extremum. The second derivative f'(x) then has a

zerocrossing. This can be seen in figure 5.1. The method is often caIled a Laplacian method and often

the laplacian of an image is taken. Then the zerocrossings are determined. Since the magnitude of

f (x) is not taken into account, any smaIl ripple in f(x) is enough to generate an edge point. Oue to

this sensitivity to noise, the application of a noise reduction system prior to edge detection is very

desirabie in processing image with background noise.

A generalization of 82f(x)/8x 2 to a 20 function f(x,y) for edge detection is the Laplacian V2f(x,y)

given by
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rPj{x.y) = éPf{x.y) + éPf{x.y)
ax2 ay2

If we make an approximation similar to the first derivative then we get

From (5.5) and (5.6), and approximating fyy(nl>nz) in a similar manner. we get

rPf{~) .... 'Vlf{n1.n2) = fxz(n1,nz) + f yy(nl'nz)
= f{n 1 + l.nz) + f{n1 -1,nz) + f{nl'nz + 1)

+ f{n1.n2-1) - 4f{nl'n2)

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)

Similar to the approximation of the first derivative it is also possible for the second derivative to use

more variants.

Since zerocrossing contours are boundaries between regions, they tend to be continuous lines. The

contours are one pixel thick so edge thinning, necessary in the first derivative methods. is not

necessary here.

The method discussed above generates many false lines. These false lines appear in regions where the

local variance is smalI. The problem can be solved by taking the local variance and deciding if a line

is false if the local variance is below a threshold. Comparing the variance with a threshold is the

similar to comparing the gradient magnitude with a threshold. Requiring that V2f(n"nz) crosses zero

can be interpreted as edge thinning.

Marr and Hildreth developed a method with the second derivative. It is called the Laplacian-of

Gaussian (LOG). Marr and Hildreth observed that significant intensity changes occur at different

scales (resolution) in an image. The methods produce more edge maps with each map containing

edges on a different scale. To bandlimit an image at different cutoff frequencies, the impulsresponse

and the frequency response of the lowpass filter proposed is Gaussian-shaped. This filter is described

in the previous chapter. The choice of Gaussian shape is motivated by the fact that it is smooth and

localized in both spatial and frequency domains. A smooth impulsresponse is less likely to introduce

any changes that are not present in the original shape. A more localized impulsresponse is less Iikely

to shift the locations of edges.

A disadvantage of the LOG operator is that large kemels are needed to calculate the Laplacian-of

Gaussian. This gives a large computational effort and therefore the processing time is also long. A

method to overcome this is the Difference-of-Gaussian operator. This operator takes the difference

of two gaussian filtered images but with different cutoff frequencies. The method is easier because

the computational effort is smaller. The DOG resembles the LOG, but it is less optimal.
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The advantage of the second derivative against the first derivative is that the second derivative can

also detect low contrast edges. The disadvantage is that the contours do not produce nice edges in the

corners. If three lines should come together then this cannot be detected by the second derivative. The

second derivative produces thin lines in the form of contours. Because of this, the pixels in the edge

maps are related to each other.

For more information about the second derivatives see [Hummel, 1989]. More about the LOG operator

can be found in [Schalkoff,1989], p.161-167. Here the operator is described more in detail and the

properties are described here. Also the minimum size of the kemels needed are described here.

5.3. The directional derivative

In the methods above we used the magnitude of the gradient of the intensity. Here we wiJl discuss

a method that uses the direction in which the intensity change has its maximum therefor the method

is called the directional derivative method. We call this the direction or the orientation ofthe intensity

change.

Edges are normally described as a change of the intensity in an area of the image. Sometimes edges

are described as step edges or ramp edges. Ideal step responses rarely occur in real images because

the change in intensity is usually spread over an area. Hence, the underlying image structure

supporting a line has a width measured perpendicular to the line orientation in addition to its length.

The collection of pixels wiJl be called a line-support region.

The problems encountered with local edge operators are widely known and are related to 1) the

possible small spatial extent of the operator relative to the events they are designed to detect, 2) the

deviation of actual image data from assumed modeis, and 3) aliasing due to the discrete nature of the

digitization process.

The intensity variation representing alocal edge is often spatially distributed over an extended area.

This is due to complex scene lighting conditions interacting with scene surfaces exhibiting varying

surface orientation and retlectances. In real images, edges usually do not consist of step functions,

but are wider more irregular changes in measured intensity.

Gradient magnitude versus gradient orientation.

Many straight line extraction techniques lack a global view ofthe underlying structure prior to making

local decisions about edge events and they relegate information about edge orientation to a secondary

role. The edge orientation carries important information.

Gradient orientation is defined as the direction of maximum grey-Ievel change as measured over a

smalt area around a pixel, or equivalently as the local direction of steepest ascent (or descent). The

model of the pixels comprising the intensity images has two characteristics. 1) the local gradient

magnitude wiJl vary significantly over the surface and 2) the local gradient orientation wiJl vary

relatively Iittle throughout the entire intensity surface.

Based upon the consistency of the local gradient orientation, the algorithm for extracting straight lines
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was developed.

First the derivative in x- and y-direction are taken from the image. This is done with a kemel as

described in the part of the first derivative methods. Then we give each pixel an gradient orientation.

The orientation is represented by the angle a that is admitted to the pixelposition. The orientation of

a pixel is calculated with

Cl = arctan[/,~)I_(n...:..l·-~;;....)l
~(nl'~)

(5.8)

where fx(n"n:z} and fy(n"n:z} are the x- and y-components of the gradient (equation 5.2). Then the

orientation map is transformed into a sector map. The gradient-<>rientation image is segmented. This

is done by using fixed partitions. In the fixed partition scheme, the 360 degree range of gradient

directions is arbitrarily quantized into a small set of regular intervals. for example, eight 5 degree

intervals or sixteen 22.5 degree intervals, and each gradient vector is labelled according to the

partition into which it falls. Then a simple connected-components algorithm is used to form distinct

region labels for groups of adjacent pixels with the same orientation.

We call such a region a "line-support" region. Each region should represent the area of the change

in intensity of one straight line. Each region is used to estimate straight line.

In this region it is possible to measure some properties like the length of the region, the steepness of

the changeover. the width of the region. These attributes can be used for admitting weighting

probabilities to the regions and the pixels. Then if the regions are collected. the lines through these

regions have to be estimated. The advantage is that the magnitude of the gradient of the edge does

not matter and because of this property it is possible to detect line with very low contrast. Also a

global view gives relations between the found edge pixels. This method was used in the developed

survey system. This is discussed in chapter 6 and more details about the implementation are given

here.

5.4. Kemel method

There are more kemel methods. Here we discuss an example.

This method is a special thin-line edge detector. The algorithm can detect lines never more than two

pixels wide. Most edge detectors have problems with detecting thin-lines. Also the operators that use

smoothing before detection are not suitable for this purpose as smoothing can almost completely

smear out the thin-line signal by its background.

We have four windows or kemels, as shown in figure 5.6. The window designated as W. is lx5 in

dimension (horizontally). The other kemels are similar to W. but rotated (vertical version and two

diagonal). as shown in the figure, enclosed in the 5x5 window. Then we take the median over the four
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Figure 5.4 The kemels for thin-Iine detection

kemels, over 5 pixels per kemel:

Xl = median (all pixels in W1) = median ( W1)

similarly,
Xz = median( Wz), x3 = median(W3 ), x4 = median( W4 )

(5.9)

In the absence of any thin-Iine, Xl>""X4 are Iikely to be close to each other. With the presence of a

thin-Iine (not more than two pixels wide. aligned with any one of these four directions, the output in

that direction is Iikely to be greater (if we assume that the background is darker) than the others. To

see whether one ofthem is an outlier, the Dixon's test (see [Dixon, 1951]) is used.

(5.10)

where X(D) and X(I) are the maximum and the minimum respectively. Dixon's test is defined as: If

(5.11)

X(D) is decided to be an outlier. Otherwise x(n) is not an out/ier.

If it was found to be an outlier then the three central pixels are identified as edge elements.

After identifying edge elements the missing edge elements have to be added. Because of noise some

parts of the Iines have fallen away. Noise is very damaging to thin-Iines.

The algorithm is based on the following philosophy: If a detected edge element stands out alone and

is oot surrounded by any other edge element in any direction, it is Iikely to be a false edge; on the

cootrary, if a pixel is surrounded by well-directed edge elements, it is Iikely to be part of an edge.

For each pixel f(i,j) inside the image, 20 different contour-segments passing through f(i,j) are

hypothesized. Each of these contour-segments is 5-pixellong and they are formed by 5 adjacent pixel.

Some of the windows are shown in tigure 5.5. The number 5 is a compromise number. If the

hypothesized contour-segment is too short (tor example 3 pixels long), the algorithm will be less

effective.
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Figure 5.5 Hypothesized contour segments and corresponding windows

On the other hand, for long hypothesized contour-segments, the algorithm will be more effective in

interpolating missing edge elements but the computational effort and complexity of the algorithm will

be much higher.

The advantage of the kemel method is that the computational effort is lower than for example Marr

and Hildreth's method (Laplacian-of Gaussian), the simplicity. For more details about the algorithm

see IKundu,1989]. The method works weU to detect thin-Iines. This is a problem that a lot of edge

detection methods have. It can be adapted to also work for bigger edges but the image must have high

contrast. For thin-lines the algorithm can also work with low-contrast edges. The disadvantage is the

restriction that only thin lines can be detected or high contrast edges. This makes it necessary to

always use an other method of edge detection. It can be used as a complementary method in

combination with an other method.

5.5. Region splitting, region growing

Region splitting is a process of segmentation. The process groups pixels to form higher-level regional

image structures. The edges are the boundaries of these groups of pixels. Through segmentation. parts

or regions of an image are identified prior to determining what they represent in the 3-D scene.

GeneraIly, clustering or unsupervised learning approaches are employed under the conditions that

1. Each resulting segmented region or pixel group is as homogeneous as

possible with respect to some measure or feature similarity

2. Pixels in different subdivisions (or different regions) are inhomogeneous
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3. The resulting grouping have some meaning in terms of further processing.

They are not artificial groupings of pixels, but they constitute image

subregions with meaningful interpretations as part of a higher-order

concept, such as road, trees, water, etc.

There are more ways of segmentation. Here we describe region splitting and region growing and the

associate region merging.

For other methods see [Schalkoff, 1989J, p.262-275. These are probabilistic approaches, fourier

domain segmentation and edge based methods.

Region splitting starts with the image as one big region, which is supsequently split into smaller
I

regions on the basis of dissimilarity.

On the contrary, region growing start with "seed points" and grows regions from these seed points

by adding similar pixels to the regions (of the seed points). The seed points are chosen with a

criterion or as a structured pixel pattern.

The connectivity of two pixels may be defined in several ways.

The term connectivity is often used in vision applications. Connectivity between pixels is an important

concept used in establishing boundaries of objects and components of regions in an image. We have

4-connectivity. Two pixels pand q with certain values are 4-connected, if q is in the set of

4 neighbourpixels (see tig 5.6a).

8-connectivity. Two pixels pand q with certain values are 8-connected, if q is in the set of

8 neighbourpixels (see fig 5.6b).

m-connectivity. Two pixels pand q with certain values are m-connected, if

(i) q is 4-connected with p OR

(H) q is not 4-connected with p, but diagonal connected with p.

m-connectivity gives a path through the region and 4- or 8-connectivity gives a collection of pixels.

- q -

q p q
- q -

a)

q q q
q p q
q q q

b)

q - q

- p -

q - q

c)

Figure 5.6 a) 4-connectivity, b) 8-connectivity, c) diagonal-connectivity

The object of a region splitting or a region growing algorithm is to partition the set of all pixels in

the input image, ioto subsets {Rh R2, ••• ,R.'} such that

- The sets are disjoint; the intersection of sets Ri and Rj is empty.

- The union of the Ri is the set of all pixels; all pixels are classified into a region.

In order to classify the pixels into a region, a measure of similarity (or dissimilarity) is required. The
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measure of similarity may be based on features such as intensity. colour. local texture or other

measures.

Region splitting is a top-down procedure. Beginning with all pixels in the same region • noo

homogenous regions are recursively divided into smaller subregions. and then the homogeneity test

is reapplied to these subregions. When all the regions satisfy the homogeneity criteria (or perhaps the

oumber of desired regions is reached) the process stops. The problem is the choice of splittiog a

region when it is found not to be homogene.

Region growing is a bottom-up procedure for generation of a segmented image

For region growing this means :

Choose seed points. for example by taking the pixels f(1O*i.l0*j) with i.j = 1.2•..•N/1O and N is the

oumber of row and columns of the image. A seed point is a small region. Then look in each region

R; for all the pixels in the region that have unclassified neighbourpixels. Then examine each of these

unclassified pixels and assign them to Ri. if possible. The neighbours are defined by the connectivity

used and the assigning is done according to the measure of similarity. The pixels that remain

unclassified after the region growing are c1assified as separate regions. An example is shown in figure

5.7. The result here are two regions.

seed points
'.

V'" R1 /23 3 3 2",,-~ 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3

4 4 4 2 }"',,4 4
'''-,

f: 4 4 2 3[]J4 (2)423<2) 4 cc 4 2 3 5 4....

4 4 4 2 3 4 4 4 4 2 344

3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3

(a) (b)

3 3 3 2 3 3

~]
3 3 3 ~3 3 3

4 4 4 2 3 4 4 4 4 2 3 4 4 Assign (i,D to Ri iff I

4 5 4 2 3 5 4 5 4 2 3 5 4 1. abs[f(i,D-c]<2

4 4 4 2 3 4 4 4 4 2 3 4 4 2. c in Ri ;

3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 ~3 3 3 J. (i,D is 8-neighbour of c

(e) (dj (e)

Figure 5.7 An example of region growing

Figure 5.7(a) Initial image seeds (Iocal intensity maxima) circled, (b) Regions after examination of

8-neighbours of seeds (RI first), (c) Regions after consideration of 8-neighbours of RI and R2 in (b).

(d) Final regions, (e) Similarity rule
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A general problem of region splitting and growing is the choice of a mie that decides if a region is

splitted respectively grows. If the mie is to strict then the result will be a final segmented image

where each pixel is a unique region.

On the segmented image normally a region merging is done. The merging operates similar to the

region growing. A mie is used to decide whether two region a joined. The mie normally uses the

pixels along the adjoining border ofthe regions. For example, the average steepness (or other feature)

is measured along the border and then the process decides whether to join the two regions according

to the mIe. The merging can also be done with pre-knowledge that is available.

The disadvantage of the region splitting or the region growing techniques are that the mies that are

used cannot detect low contrast images. The method works good for differentiating objects that have

a good detectabie difference in intensity (or other feature). The methods perform worse if there are

much objects.

The advantage is that the method finds regions. For the object recognition part this is an advantage

because the object consist of one or more of these regions. In most other edge detection methods Iines

are found and a object recognition system has to collect the line that form one object.

5.6. Thresholding (adaptive)

Thresholding has previously been shown to be the Iimiting case of an intensity-only transformation.

It has a significant role in low-Ievel processing.

Thresholding can also be used for edge detection. a example is to recognize an object on a black

conveyer belt. The object has a different intensity than the conveyor belt. This idea is similar to

segmentation through region growing or splitting.

The idea of using simply the pixel intensity or grey-Ievel to produce either an "on"(or 1) or "off'(or

0) intensity in the output image is both conceptuaIly obvious and simple to implement.

• Global image thresholding. An obvious approach to converting a greylevel image to a binary image

is to form an input~output relationship (implemented in a lookup tabie) of the form

(5.12)

where fi and fo are the respective input and output image functions.

The values of the threshold, T, and the bilevel output image intensity values, A and B, are chosen

a priori. The autonomous determination of a suitable threshold for a wide c1ass of images is a

nontrivial task. A typical algorithms based on the formation of a global histogram of the image grey

values and consequent selection of a threshold that yields a desired fraction (normally 10-50%) of

output pixels with the value "on". Another simple approach sets the threshold to be a fraction of the

maximum image greyleveI. It is also possible to change the input-output relation fo(n1,nz) and only
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taking one or more greyvalue and admit a "1" to the pixels with this value.

• Locally adaptive thresholding. In this case, thresholding is accomplished locally. The threshold

level is varied to suit local or neighbourhood input image greylevel variations. The intuitive result is

the preservation of local contrast. With this we want to get an image that has a smaller loss of

information then with global thresholding. Several techniques are

1) Line- or edge sensitive local thresholding: the detection of an edge and its corresponding greyvalue

are used to determine the local threshold value.

2) Average greylevel based threslÎolding: the threshold is determined as a function of the average

input image greyvalue in alocal region (usually in a 3x3 or 5x5 pixel region). Pixel greyvalues that

differ significantly from this average are assumed to contain local contrast information and are

distinguished in the output image. More information about thresholding can be found in

[Gonzales, 1987] paragraph 7.3., p.354-368. Thresholding must not necessary produce a bilevel output

image. Thresholding can also produce a multilevel output image (3 or even more output levels).

The advantage of thresholding is the simplicity. It is a fast method to detect edges or objects. The

disadvantage is the requirement that there must be a difference between the greyvalues of the edges

(or the objects) and the greyvalues of the rest of the image.
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5.7. Discussion

Edges are an important part of the image. Therefore the edge detection step in a vis ion system is

important. The choice of the edge detection method also depends on the edge that has to be deteeted,

the definition of an edge. Awelding seam has a different change in intensity then a corner of to plates

together or an object on the groundplate. The choice of an edge detection method can be based on

properties like processing time for real time purposes, accuracy for precise production, robustness

for different lighting conditions or possible scenes to be processed.

The methods discussed above were examined for their usefulness for the developed survey system

discussed in chapter 6. The edge detection method that was used was the directional derivative

method. The scenes that are used for the survey system consist of "objects" that are similar. There

are no big differences (in intensity) between the objects. There is also no obvious background and the

images have much low contrast edges. Also most of the edges represent straight lines. For these

reasons the directional derivative method was chosen for the implemented survey system. Also the

small computational effort needed for the method to detect lines is an advantage. The edge detector

has to produce edges in some minutes and this is possible with the directional method.

Also region growing/splitting was considered but this method needs more processing time.

Other methods like template matching, function matching or a "min-max" method have not been

discussed. They were not taken into consideration for several reasons. Matching methods need too

much processing time and simpIer methods like the min-max method are not accurate enough and

cannot detect lines in low contrast images. The min-max method is similar to the first derivative but

faster and more inaccurate. In chapter 6 the requirements for the edge detector are discussed better

and the properties of the scenes are also discussed.
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6. The developed straight line detection

As was discussed in the introduction of the report, the research for the low level vision system was

performed in the scope of the Esprit, Hephaestos 1, project 5369 : "Intelligent robotic welding

systems for unique large steel fabrications" . In this chapter first we discuss the contents ofthe project

and then specify the part of the project that was examined in this report. This concerns a part of the

survey system. Then the developed straight line detector will be discussed. The theory examined in

the preceding chapters will be used for the low level vis ion system. Also the performance and

restrietions of the developed system will be discussed. Besides some results will be shown and

improvements of the system will be stated. Also recommendations for future research are proposed

in this chapter.

6.1. The Esprit Project 5369. Hephaestos

Automatic welding of unique ship parts in arepairment shipyard.

The Esprit project is a international project tinanced by the European Community. It is a corporation

project concerning some institutions and industries from different various countries. The work

concerns repairment of big ships.

These are ships that had an accident or need to be rebuilded. These are always unique tasks. The

Figure 6.1 An example of a wrecked ship and a part that has to be welded for repairment

repairing of these ships are always unique repairments, which are different for each new ship. There

are almost no standard operation that are needed for every ship. The unique property makes the

problem more difficult because less pre-knowledge about the needed operations for the repairment,

is available. The total system, consisting of a welding robot and one or more cameras, has to collect

the necessary information independently. With this information the system has to weId the parts of
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the ship correctly. For this task. that the total system has to solve. a lot of expertise is necessary in

different fields of science.

The representation of the total system is shown in figure 6.2. The total system is divided in more

parts that have a separate function. The Hnes in figure 6.2 represent information streams and the

path planning
-process control
information

- aetuaJ process
information

ding
a

DDB

workpiece & wel
environment dat
data

grey- !
value
Images

VSS
expert

1.::1 system
I

~DXF _ e _ ... -.. -....
assembIed -- "- --_ .. -
workpiece robot ~

program .. ----

'" generat. robot r
welding program robot

controlprocess system
. actuator signals \..

welded •.• sensor signals
workpiece

Figure 6.2 Representation of the total welding system

blocks are the operations that are performed on the information stream. The system is controlled by

a set of computers which communicate with each other. First the workpiece must be manoeuvred

under the gantry. where the camera(s) and the welding robot hang. Then the workpiece has to be

assembIed with the necessary parts. Also all the necessary lighting and cameras have to be positioned.

The survey system can start surveying the scene of importance. This gives more information about

the scene and the positions of the parts. This information is processed with pre-knowledge from a

DDB (Domain Database). The output of the survey system is a 3-dimensional AutoCad DXF file (an

AutoCad file format). The file is used by the robot program generator that processes the information

and extracts the necessary data the robot control system. This is done under supervision of an expert

system. The expertsystem consists of two joined expert systems. One for the path planning

supervision and one for the supervision of the process contro!. Then the robot control system starts

welding the parts of the ship automatically. This is done with the collected information of the survey

and the expert system and with sensor information from the welding process. After finishing the

welding, the workpiece is transported away.
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The survey bloek of the tota! welding system is being developed in Eindhoven.

The format of the information stream. from the survey system. should be an Autocad DXF format.

The survey system works with greyvalue eameras and has to process this information together with

the pre-knowledge from the DDB into a 3-dimensional DXF format. It is possible to give extra

information in some other kind of format but this only may be additional information.

6.2. The survey system

The project group in Eindhoven has to make the total survey (VSS) bloek. Also parts of the other

bloeks are studied in Eindhoven. This report handles about the survey system. In figure 6.3 the bloek

para
meters

edge filtering;
edge Iinking
(connectlons)initial line

drawing
enhance
ment

set of rough
2-0 line
drawings

image
enhancement;
edge detection

grey
value
images

enhanced 2-0
fine drawings

.----------j

scene inter
pretation ..----1

camera
calibration
parameters

database
of object
models

list of object
codes

enhanced 2-0 '-----tl~
line drawings

database of
objects

OXF-type file

Figure 6.3 Bloek representation of the survey system

representation of the total survey system is shown. The survey bloek of figure 6.2 is defined here.
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The domain database system is shown here too because the information that is used comes directly

from the knowledge base system. The survey system consist of four blocks. The first block is the low

level vision block. The low level vis ion grabs an image, processes the images and then produces

rough line drawings. Only the input and the output of a block are defined. The contents of the block

can be specified later. This makes it possible to change an operation inside the block. This is allowed

as long as the input and output do not change. The input of the low level vision is the camera image.

The DDB has to measure some extra information that is needed further on in the process.This extra

information like the orientation and position of the camera or camera caHbration parameters have to

be acquired for each image that is processed. This extra information is obtained by sensors on the

camera or should be given in the computer by the operator. The output of the low level vision is a

rough Hne drawing. This is a dxd file that will be discussed later. A lot of disturbances make the Hne

drawing nnot ideal". This is a problem that cannot be overcome by the low level vision alone. The

next block enhances the rough Hne drawing. This is done with pre-knowledge delivered by the domain

database system. With pre-knowledge it is possible to select Hnes and give them a probability

according to the chance that they are correct. The operations that are used, are a Hne filtering and a

Hne Hnking process. Also probabilities are admitted to the Hne. The edge filtering process deletes all

lines that are not correct, the "false" Hnes. the edge linking process connects Hnes that should be

connected. The output is an enhanced Hne drawing with extra probability for each Hne. The

probability wiJl be used in the block after the initial line drawing enhancement: the scene

interpretation.

The enhanced Hne drawing is then processed by the scene interpretation system. Here the objects in

the scene are recognized. This is done with information from the DDB. The information that is

needed are the camera parameters Iike the size of a pixel, the lens used or the camera orientation and

position in world coordinates. Also a database of 3D-objects is needed as information. The output of

the scene interpretation is a list of objects codes, referring to workpiece objects described in the DDB.

With the list of objects codes, the scene measurement block can calculate the actual object dimensions,

positions and orientations in world coordinates.

The output of the scene measurement is a 3-dimensional DXF-type file. This is also the output of the

total survey system.

A DXF-type tile can be edited manually in Autocad. This can be done by the operator. If the survey

system did not succeed in making a good 3-dimensional representation then the operator can intervene

the process and make the necessary changes to correct the DXF-file. Autocad can also be used for

watching the result of the survey system.

The expert system and the robot program generator then use the DXF-file and the welding can start

as discussed before.

The blocks "low level vision" and "initiaiHne drawing enhancement" are discussed in this report. The

block "low level vision is discussed in the following paragraphs of this chapter. The block ninitialHne

drawing enhancement" is discussed in chapter 7.
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Because of the lack of the DDB, in this early stage of the project the tasks of the DDB are executed

by an operator.

The remaining two blocks are dealt with, in detail, in the report of [Stap, 1992].

We will only discuss the theory of the last two blocks if it is necessary for the explanation of the

theory of the first part.

The "typical" scenes are shipcabins or other shipparts. The objects all (with a few exceptions) have

straight edges. The objects are all 'made of raw metal and there are no big difference in colour. The

metal is rusty and uneven. There are a lot of spots on the metal. The scale model has the same

charaeteristics. In the images most of the edges are straight and low contrast. The low level vision

block and the initial line drawing enhancement block have to produce a good 2D line drawing

consisting of all the edges of the objects.

6.3. The low level vision

The low level vision system is the first step in almost any total vision system. In this step the

information that is acquired outside of the system has to be reduced. The acquiring is done with a

camera. Here a camera and framegrabber are used that produce an image of 512x512 pixels. There

are 262144 pixels in total. Every pixel has a greyvalue between 0 and 255. This bulk of information

must be reduced before any complex algorithm can process them.

The low level vision extracts only the necessary information out of this image. In figure 6.4 a block

diagram of the planned low level vision system is shown.

srey bb" pIxel
~ gra Ing ooise calculate listalue & value sector region linecamera f--------o filtering gradient r.------. ~---omage histogram 0-255

-c---< -
upr ssee Image finder regie os estimatorstreching orientation

1set of
hoes raw hoe

'--0 line drawing

attribute
with

- attribute
finder

Figure 6.4 The block diagram of the low level vision

The camera projects the 3D-scene into a 2D-signal. If we want to use the 2D-representation

afterwards then we need to know the camera adjustments and parameters. Some of the parameters

have to be measured first. This is done with a calibration process. The calibration process is described

in [Maas,1991]. The parameters should be acquired by the DDB. Here are the formulas representing

the transformation function between the world coordinates (xp,yp,zp) and the pixel coordinates (Xj,Yj)'

The meaning of the parameters and tormula is given in paragraph 2.2 (formulas (2.5) and (2.6».

The camera is not automatic. An automatic camera can be recommended because it is more
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convenient, the focusing is automatic and the brightness is always in the same range of intensities.

For test purposes of the system it is more convenient to have a non-automatic camera because it is

easier to adjust the camera for worse case testing. A very dark or very bright image can then be

produced. For testing, a camera hangs on a gantry, perpendicular to the groundplate. This gantry is

build in a smaller scale then the real final gantry. The gantry is about one meter in each direction.

The models of the shipparts are about 20 centimetres in each direction. The size of the models give

some extra problems. The sharpness is less than in the real scale model. This can be derived from

the formula (2.7) and (2.8). If the effective focal aperture and the minimum size of a pixel remain

the same and the average object distance decreases then the focal depth decreases too.

6.4. Grabbing. stretching and filtering

First the image must be acquired by a camera. The camera that is used is a MX CCD camera from

HTH (see appendix B). In the appendix the size of a pixel element can be found. The camera is

mounted on a movable gantry.

Figure 6.5 Movable camera mounted on a gantry

The camera orientation is perpendicular to the groundplate. For future purposes it may be possible

to change the orientation of the camera. This depends on the demands of the object recognition

system. The camera can move in two direction (in cartesian coordinates). If we define the direction

perpendicular to the groundplate, the z-direction, then the camera can move in the x-direction and the
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y-direction.

The lens of the camera can be chaoged. The focal length of the lenses used for testing lie between

the 10 mm and 25 mmo A larger focal length corresponds with a more detailed image. The

magnification factor increases as the focal length increases.

The image produced by the camera is digitized by the frame grabber. The frame grabber used, is the

ITEX 150. The frame grabber is connected to a SUN 3-140 with a VME-bus. The ITEX 150 system

cao be used also for stretching or filtering operations. These functions can be used by calling library

functions in aC-program that operate the frame grabber.

The blocIcs : calculate gradient orientation, region finder, line estimator and line attribute finder are

implemented as a program on the SUN 3-140. The program is written in the ANSI-C laoguage. The

program is called "Iowlevis".

rk

image PC
monitor monitor

frame SUN
netwa

"'-

ccOf- grabber 3-140
v

amera

keyboard I

c

Figure 6.6 The configuration tor low level vis ion

When the program is started, the frame grabber is initialized and the image recorded by the camera

is shown on the image monitor. Then the camera can be positioned and adjusted (e.g. focused). Then

four images are grabbed and the images are averaged. The resulting average image is used for further

processing. The "averaging" is used to eliminate a part of the random noise.

A greyvalue image from the camera does not always use the full scale of the greyvalues and therefore

we apply a histogram stretching of the picture. The histogram stretching is done to improve the

contrast for the operator. Also because then equal parameters can be used for images of different

brightness. This is the unifying character of stretch ing. The histogram stretching does not affect the

quality of the image. It is possible to choose between histogram equalization or linear stretching.

Stretching is not always necessary for the low level vision system. If the range of pixels used is broad

enough then the program does not perform a stretching. In figure 6.7 a scene is linear stretched.

Local enhancement was not implemented as a stretching option because it is a nonlinear operation that
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changes the information of the image and because the computational effort needed for local

enhancement is larger then for the histogram methods.

Figure 6.7 An original scene image and the linear stretched image.

Local enhancement is useful if the images are taken under bad lighting conditions.

The stretched image contains noise as described in paragraph 2.3.

The stretched image can be enhanced by tiltering. The tilters that can be used are a Gaussian filter

and a median tilter. The gaussian tilter is lIseful becallse of the smooth and local characteristic of the

tilter. The tïlter is a convolution of the image with a kemel of size 7x7 pixels. This is a small kemel

tor a Gaussian tïlter. If we use a larger kemelsize tor the tilter then the accllracy of the filtering will

increase. Also the processing time will increase. A larger kemel was not necessary for achieving

enough tiltering. ft is also possible to use a tiltering in the horizontal and vertical direction,

sequentially anc! save processing time by separating the tilter into two smaller filters. The

implementation of the tilters can still be improved. The Gaussian tilter enhances the images weil and

increases the "signal-to-noise-ratio" of the images. The other possible tilter is the median tilter. The

size of the mec!ian tïlter is 3x3 pixels. A small kemel is used because then the necessary

computational effort is small anc! thin eclges can still be detected. An edge that is one pixel thick is

removed by median tilter but in the images that are lIsecl no one pixel thick lines occur. An edge is

al ways smeared over a more than one pixel thick region . The med ian tilter of the ITEX 150 does not

work correctly. A artiticially made one pixel thick line should be eliminated but the implemented

median tilter does not perform as it shoulc!. The median tilter implemented in the ITEX 150 is

somewhat different. This has not fllJther been researched. The tilter implemented eliminates spike

noise and theretore it is lIsable. We c1id not use tiltering in the frequency c10main because of the large

processing time needed to apply these tilters. Also methods like out of range tiltering are not used

because this filter is used for an image that is distorted with much spike noise. Spike noise is also

eliminated by the edge detector. Spike noise can cause problems in low contrast images. The scenes

that are used do not have much distortion of the form equipment noise. Maybe that in a work

environment such as a shipyard, the quantity of equipment noise is larger becallse of the heavy

equipment (e.g. welding machines). This is no problem in the scale model under laboratory

conditions.
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6.5. The straight edge detection

After enhancing the image acquired by a camera the essential information can be extracted. Here an

edge detection is appHed to extract a 2D-straight Hne drawing. The blocks "calculate gradient

orientation" and "region finder" of the low level vision system concern the edge detection. The two

following blocks "Hne estimator" and "Hne attribute finder" create the final Hne drawing with

additional information about the lines. In the next paragraph we will discuss the last two blocks. The

edge detection method, the directional derivative, was marginally discussed in paragraph 5.3 of this

report.

The edge detector that is chosen is the directional derivative method. This method can detect low

contrast edges. The scenes that are recorded produce images with much low contrast edges. Most of

the edges in the scenes are straight. This is better for the method. At last the method needs a

processing time, for the images used, of some of minutes. Because the system has to replace humans

that program the robot or weid seams of the shipparts it has to perform better then the humans. A

processing time for the whole welding system within for example an hour is a maximum. Therefore

the processing time of the edge detector has to be short.

Gradient magnitude versus gradient orientation.

Many straight Hne extraction techniques lack a global view of the underlying structure prior to making

local decisions about edge events and they consign information about edge orientation to a secondary

role. The edge orientation carries important information. Gradient orientation is defined as the

direction of maximum greylevel change over a small area around a pixel, or equivalently as the local

direction of the steepest ascent or descent on the intensity surface.

The directional derivative is based on the method developed by [Burns, 1986] and [Hanson, 1980]. The

goals are the development of mechanisms for extracting straight 1ines from complex images, including

Hnes of arbitrarily low contrast and the construction of an intermediate representation of edgelline

information. Both goals are reaHzed and described in the following part.

Since ideal step changes are rarely found in real images, the magnitude of the feature change across

a Hne is usually distributed over an area. The underlying image structure supporting a line has a

width measured perpendicular to the Hne orientation in addition to its length. We refer to the

collection of pixels so defined as line-suppon region. The variance of the intensity is often spatially

distributed over a wider area because of the complex lighting of a scene composed from different

surface orientation and retlectance and the non ideal effects of the camera.
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The model of the pixels has two characteristics:

1) the local gradient magnitude (measured over a small area around the pixel) will vary significantly

over the intensity surface, particularly in the direction orthogonal to the \ine. The change must be

small in the direction of the \ine.

2) the local gradient orientation will vary Httle over the Hne-support area.

Based upon the consistency of the local gradient orientation, a simple algorithm for extracting the

Hne-support region is developed.

The first step of the method is dividing the image into a sector image. The sector image is the output

of the block "calculate gradient orientation. A sector number is assigned to each pixel of the image

according to the gradient orientation of the pixel. In order to calculate a sector first the gradient of

the intensity is calculated in the x-direction and the y-direction. This gives two values fx(nl>nJ

fy(nl,nJ. The masks used for the calculation of the gradient are

-1

-1

in x-direction -\

1

-\ in y-direction

1

2SS

I

--,_~,

I I

- - tI. The orientation of tbe gnsdient

Figure 6.8 An example of the local orientation of the gradient

In figure 6.8 an example is depicted of the local orientation ofthe gradient. The arrows represent the

gradient orientation. The gradient orientation always points to a darker spot.

The estimation of the gradient is discussed in paragraph 5.\. The masks are an estimation of the

gradient. To calculate we use the formula

(6.2)
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The angle a is the angle between the orientation vector and the x-axis (=0°).

In the orientation image an a is admitted to each pixel. Then the image is segmented into a sector

image. This is done with fixed partitions. In the fixed partition scheme, the 360 degree range of

gradient directions is arbitrarily quantized into a small set of regular intervals. The fixed partition

scheme is shown in figure 6.9.

(
360° ) (360° )sectornumber = i ij -n-:i + a > a ~ -n-'(i-l) + 6

with n = number of sectors, i =l,..,n, a =the gradient orientation,
a=the initial rotation of the partitions.

(6.3)

À
90'

border III II

II IV I

1 .
I _0' 180' 0'

~ VIII
IV V

/
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..-----.----/

1270'
/ VI VII

270'

n=4 8=45' n=8 8=0'J I

Figure 6.9 Two partition schemes for segmenting gradient orientation images into sector images

We used the partition scheme with four (n =4) sector partitions. lf the gradient of the pixel in the x

and y-direction are zero then the sector number is zero.

After assigning a sector number to each pixel, the line-support regions can be created. Collecting the

regions is done in the block "region finder" . A line-support region is a collection of adjoining pixels

with equal sector numbers. Here we use a simple connected components algorithm. The algorithm

start at the upper left corner of the image and searches row after row for a pixel with a sector number

not equal to O. lf such a pixel is found then the algorithm start to look for all the adjoining pixels with

an equal sector number. The line-support region is extended till no adjoining pixel with equal sector

number can be found. The list of the found regions with the corresponding pixels is produced.

After this a line can be estimated through a region.

We assumed here that the regions of the adjoining straight lines have different sector numbers. lf the

sector numbers of two adjacent (but different) line-support region are the equal then these "two"

regions will be merged (detected as) to one region. This is the tirst problem.

The second problem is the fragmentation. In tigure 6.9 the border between tlle first and second sector
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is 45 0
• If the orientation of a line is about 45 0 then the angels of the pixels vary between the 42 0 and

48 0 (as an example). The varianees occur because of noise or rounding errors that change the

direction slightly. Half of the pixels that belong to the line get the sector number land the other half

get the sector number II. The line-support region is fragmented into more regions and instead of

finding one line-support region we find lot of regions. Then the estimator block will produce a lot

of lines instead of one long line.

We can solve the first problem by increasing the number of sectors. Increasing the number of sectors

also increases the fragmentation. To solve the second problem we have to decrease the number of

borders, so the number of sectors. The optimum solution is a compromise. An alternative is the use

of two partition schemes with an equal number of sectors; n. The initial rotations 8 of the partitions

differ. The angles 8 differ in both schemes. The borders ofthe first scheme cause fragmentation. We

can look for lines with the same direction as the borders of the first scheme in the second seheme.

For example if we take the scheme of figure 6.9a and find lines with this scheme then the Iines that

have an angle of about 45 0 are fragmented over the sectors land II. Because of the fragmentation the

lines are not detected correctly (they may be detected as a set of short lines). All the Iines that are

detected with an angle between 40 0 and 50 0 are deleted from the set of lines. Then an other edge

detection is done with the seeond partition with n=4 and 8=0 0
• The lines with an angle a of about

45 0 are now detected properly. These lines are added to the list of detected lines.

Because there is no threshold in the edge detection step even low contrast edges are detected. The

edge detector is fast because of the simple operations necessary. The time needed to create a sector

image and a region list is about 30 seconds (on the SUN3-140 computer). It is possible to increase

the finding of the regions. This can be done with thresholding of the gradient. If we define that a

gradient magnitude below a threshold to be zero then the number of pixels with a sector number

unequal to zero are smaller. A very low threshold on gradient magnitude can eliminate a major

portion of an image from subsequent processing.

6.6. The estimation of the straight lines

After the finding of the regions, the lines must be estimated through these regions. The regions have

the property that al1 the pixels of a region have an intensity change in the "same" direction. Here we

have to estimate the shape of an edge.

We can start estimating the shape with a polynomial or with a set of polynomials. This is done for

example by estimating a third degree polynomial through all of the points of a region. With a set of

polynomials the estimation of a polynomial is done for every quarter of the totallength of the region.

The accuracy is better but it needs more estimations and the results are more points and parameters

to store. Only if it is necessary to increase the accuracy, it is good to split a region and estimate more

polynomials. Also higher order polynomials can be used but this only needs more computational

effort.
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An other method is to use an approximation function as:

F(x,y) = ax2 + by2 + cxy + dx + ey + f = 0 (6.4)

The parameters a,b,c,d,e,f have to be estimated. Then it is possible to recognize the shape that is

estimated. Por example if a,b,c = 0 and I dl, I el, I f I bigger than 0 then the shape is a straight

Hne. Or if I a I bigger than 0 and c,b = 0 and I dl, I el, I f I bigger than 0 then the shape is

a parabol ie shape.

In the scenes that have to be welded, most of the edges are straight edges. That is why we use a

straight line estimator. We use the function :

F(x,y) = ax + by + C = 0 (6.5)

Any straight line in a 2-dimensional space can be described by the function (6.5). The function is a

simplification of the function (6.4). The approximation function can be simplified more by making

the parameter a (or b) equal to 1. Then the function has two parameters. With two parameters it is

not possible to describe every line in a 2-dimensional space. This problem can be avoided by choosing

the parameter a= 1 or b= 1 depending on the approximate direction. If a line has a sector number I

or III then the angle of the perpendieular of the line with the x-axis lies between the -45 0 and 45 0 or

between the 135 0 and 225 0
• For the approximation we have to make a= 1. For the regions 11 and IV

we make b= 1.

Por the estimation we can use more methods.

6.6.1. Least squares estimation

The first method is the least squares estimation. This method is used in the developed system because

of the properties. This is described for the function y = ax + b with a number of N datapoints, to

estimate the Hne. This is often called linear regression.

We use the next formulas to calculate the parameters a and b.

N 1
S=E-

;=1 o~,

N 2x·
~-'
is) O~

I

N X.

5="-'z L..." 2
i=) 0i

N x.y.
5 = ~_'_'

zy ;=) o~
I

N

5 =,,~
y L..." 2

;=1 0 1

(6.6)

All the Si'S (and tJ are intermediate variables. They are not explained.

We assume that the uncertainty Ui is known. If no weighting is used then Ui is 1 for each point.

Then the next formulas are applied

This leads to the solutions of a and b with
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t. = -.!..(x. - SIt)
I O. I S

I

= l,2,.... ,N (6.7)

(6.8)

(6.9)

(6.10)

The estimate of the probable uncertainty in the estimates of a and bare

0
2

= !(l + ~la S S'S
tt

1

Sn

(6.11)

(6.12)

It can be noted that if the number of points increases then the estimate of the uncertainty in the

parameters decreases. This is obvious. Also it can be note<! that it is always possible to use the.
estimation. Sometimes the estimation is bad. This normally happens when the number of datapoints

is very smal!. Then sometimes there are more non-unique solutions. For example like ifthere are only

three points in a triangle at the same distance to each other or if there are four points in a perfect

square. Then there are two possible lines.

A solution is to start estimating Iines with the restriction (a thresholdsize of a region) that there are

more then 9 datapoints. This makes the number of lines that have to be estimated smaller. The

number of datapoints that are minimally required to allowan estimation can also be changed. Noise

often causes these small regions. The advantage of "thresholding" the regions is a smaller

computational effort. The total line estimation for an image becomes faster. Also there are less short

Iines as output. For the lines in the sector land III we use the function y=ax +b. For the Iines in

sector 11 and IV we use the function x=ay +b. The x and y are then changed in the formulas of the

estimation. For more information see [Flannery,1988], p.523-530.

The advantages of the least squares estimation is the short processing time needed. If we use a

threshold size of 9 pixels then an estimation of 300 lines takes about one minute. The processing

depends on the number of regions and the number of estimations. An other -advantage of the least

squares estimation is that the estimation always finds a solution, also for regions with few pixels.
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6.6.2 The Hough transform for estimation

The Hough transform is a transform that is often used in detection of image arcs of a given shape.

Each shape or form has some free parameters which when specified precisely define the arc, shape

or form. The parameters constitute the transform domain or the parameter space of the Hough

transform. Depending on the information available to the Hough transform, each neighbourhood of

the image or object surface being 'transformed will map to a point or a set of points in the Hough

parameter space. The Hough transform discretizes the Hough parameter space into bins and counts

for each bin how many neighbourhoods, on the image or object surface, have one of its transformed

points He in the volume assigned to the bin.

We have tested the Hough transform for some regions. Here we used it as a transformation from the

X-V imageplane to a 2-dimensional parameterspace, the p-O plane. A point in the X-V plane produces

a function in the p-O plane.

The parameters pand 0 represent a Hne with

8 the angle between the perpendicular on the Hne land the positive x-axis and

p is the perpendicular distance of the Hne to the origin, with

-180 0 < 0 ~ 180 0 and _(x2 + y2)'JI ~ P ~ (x2 + i)""

This is depicted in tigure 6.10.

/ I

-axis

\'
/

, /. /
" ./

Hough
traDsform

x-axIs

kI

, /

"'k: 8=0
land p=2

• (x.y)=(2.3)

/ ·(x.y)=(2.2)

/

y-axIs

Figure 6.10 An example of the Hough transform

Each coordinate point is transformed into a function in the Hough space. A function in the Hough

space corresponds to all the possible Hnes through the point in the X-V plane. The transformation is

done with the formula :

p = x'cos(6) + Y'sin(6) (6.13)

This is done for two points in figure 6.10 and two functions are created in the p-O plane. The

intersection of these two functions corresponds with the line in the X-Y plane that goes through both

points. It is possible to calculate the intersecting point. If we have two points (x,y) and (x' ,y') then
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calculate the vector between the I = (x'-x, y' _y)T. Perpendicular on the line through both datapoints

is the vector (y'-y, -x' +xf. The angle 0 can now be calculated with

(
-XI+X)e = arctan --
y'_y

Then the p can be calculated by substituting 0 in the function (6.13).

(6.14)

If we have a region with more datapoints then we find a p-O plane with intersections between all the

functions of the datapoints. If we have a collection of datapoints that represents the environment of

a line then this should conform to an accumulation of intersections in the Hough space. Then the line

is estimated by taking the bin where the maximum number of intersections were.

Also weighting is possible in the Hough transform. If an intersection is more important it must add

a value more then 1 to the bin to which the intersection is admitted.

The complexity of the Hough transform I ies in the calculation of the intersections between all the

functions in the Hough space.

hOlJ8b sp."eIcgiol (+)

30

2S

20

• .. +·.·..IS ·..·..·..·..·..10 ·..·..·..·..·..·..·..·..·....
0

IS 20 2S0 S 10

Figure 6.11 The Hough space of a line-support region

If a region contains N datapoints in the X-Y space, then

N-I

W(N) = L P
p=1

(6.15)

intersection calculations are necessary. This is about ::::: IhN". For example ifthere are 100 datapoints

transformed then ::::: 5000 intersection calculations are needed. This gives 5000 intersections in the
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Hough space. In figure 6.11 an example is shown of a Hough Transformation.

The Hough space is discretized here. In figure 6.7 it can be verified that the maximum in the Hough

space corresponds with the Hne in the X-V space. The estimator has to find the maximum in the

Hough space to estimate the line.

The disadvantage is that the estimation is difficult if there are few datapoints. Also if the datapoints

are not in a straight line region then there are more than one (or none) "obvious" maxima in the

Hough space.

An other disadvantage of the Hough transform is that the accuracy is bad when few datapoints are

available for the estimation.

The Hough transformation was tested with a program in C-Ianguage on a 386 AT-computer with

coprocessor. The calculation of an estimation of a straight Hne through a region with 50 pixels takes

about 3 sec. This is slower than the least squares estimator. For 300 Hnes this would gives a

processing time of 900 seconds.

boqb spoce 1IlllIlI1 (+ CD 0)
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o 0
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0
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o 0
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o •
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o •

• 0··..·.·..15 ·..·..·..·..·..10 ·..·..·..·..·..5 ·..·..·..·..·.0
0 5 10 15 20 :l5

Figure 6.12 The Hough space for two adjoining Hne-support regions

The Hough transform was also examined because with the Hough transform it should be possible to

detect if a Hne-support regions consists of two coincided regions. If this would occur then the Hough

space would have two obvious maxima. An example is shown in figure 6.12. Here we see two

regions (+ and 0) which were joined to one region because they had the same sector number. The

parameters for the two separate Hnes should be

Hne + : p=4 and 8=0 0

Hne 0 : p= 10 and 8=45 0

As can be seen in figure 6.8 we cannot find two obvious maxima. This may be because of the bad

performance of the Hough transform with few datapoints.

Because of the slower performance and the lower accuracy we decided to use the least squares
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estimator for straight Hne estimation.

Other methods are methods that use iterations to estimate the Hne through a number of points.

Normally they have a bad accuracy. The speed can be high if a good algorithm is used for the

iteration. A simple Hne estimator that is very fast is: take the outer points of the region. These are

the two points that have the largest distance to each other. The estimated Hne is the Hne piece between

these endpoints. This is a very simple algorithm and it will work fairly good for regions of long Hnes

but with a low accuracy. For an extra improvement we can take the sector number into account and

make a better estimation. The method can be extended to any complexity but normally an extension

means an increasement in time.

We did not examine these methods more. Maybe it is useful to look tor a better or faster way to

estimate the Hnes through the regions.

The least squares estimation that is used is fast. The processing time needed for estimating the Hnes

of one image is about one minute. Then about 300 Hnes are estimated. A threshold is used to shorten

the processing time. We assume here that regions with less pixels that the threshold number was

caused by noise. A Hne is estimated through a region if the region consists of more pixels than the

threshold.
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6.7. The Hne attribute finder

The last block of the low level vision system is the line attribute finder. This block is not necessary

but it improves the results of the total survey system. In a few steps a line drawing was extracted

from ao image. In the block after the low level vision, in the line enhancement, the lines are selected

according to their correctness. For making decisions whether a line is correct or not, it is necessary

to know more about a Iine.

Therefore we find the attributes of the line. This gives a better overview to make a decision of

detecting or connecting a Iine.

The attributes can be measured at more stages of the low level vision system.

Here we use three information sources.

- the greyvalues image

- the list of regions

- a set of detected Iines

We assume that we get the information from the different sources at the same time (after completion

of the processes). Now we can find the attributes.

From the greyvalue image (and gradient images):

- average greyvalues of a region

- variance of greyvalues of a region

- average orientation êl of a region

- contrast across a region

- steepness of the slope of the intensity edge (average magnitude of the gradient in the

direction perpendicular to the line direction)

From the list of regions (or sector images)

- number of pixels of a line-support region

- length of a region

- width of a region (perpendicular to the direction of the line)

- a list of all adjoining regions

From the set of lines

- length of a line

- probable uncertainty of the estimation of a line

- measurement of straightness

We cao use a lot of attributes. It must be notOO that some of mentionOO attributes influence each

other. For example if we know the steepness of the slope of the intensity OOge and we know the

average width then the contrast is the multiplication of these two attributes.

As discussOO earlier we usOO the attribute : "number of pixels of a region" as a threshold to decide
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whether it is worth to estimate a line or not. We can use the attributes to increase the speed of the

system but also to improve the results of the system.

An important attribute that is used in the block line enhancement is the "Iength of a Hne". This is

described in chapter 7. Also a list of adjoining neighbour regions can be very useful. In the line

enhancement procedure Hnes are connected to each other. If all the adjoining neighbours of a line

support region are known than it would be easier to decide if two lines should be connected. If two

regions are connected then the Hnes have a high probability that they should be connected.

An other important attribute is thè measurement of straightness (MOS). This is very useful if the

scenes do not consist of straight Hne only or to detect coinciding Hnes.
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Figure 6.13 Three examples of edges with the underlying Hne-support regions

In figure 6.13 three examples of Hne-support regions are depicted. The tirst region belong to a

straight edge. The estimated Hne is the same as the Hne representing the edge. The second region

consists of two adjoining regiclOs that coincide. Only one Hne is estimated. This is a fault that was

explained in paragraph 6.7 p.57. The third example is a region of a curved edge. The estimated Hne

is straight. For the measurement of straightness we tind the orientation over the Hne, from the

beginning of the line to the end. The orientation outside and inside a region are different.

This is depicted in figure 6.14. The x-axis corresponds to the position on the Hne and the y-axis is

the orientation Ct of the pixel on the Hne. The MOS of the first region is straight. This means that the

line is correct and straight. In the MOS of the second and third region we see that they are not

straight. The conclusion is that the estimated Hne is not correct. If a fault is detected, a solution can

be found. The Hne support region can be divided into more regions; with an appropriate algorithm

and new Hnes can be estimated. If these are straight lines then the problems are solved. Instead of
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Figure 6.14 The measurement of straightness

using the orientation it might be easier to use the sector number.

As a last example we can say that if a region is too width than this region is fault too. The width is

measured perpendicular to the direct ion of the line.

The application of the attributes improves the speed and quality of the line detection. The finding of

the attributes also takes time but this is normally a fraction of the total time needed for the whole

process. The attributes can also be used in the line enhancement block (in chapter 7).

The implementation of the attributes gave some problems. This was due to the Iimitations of the

computer. The memory needed to save all the images (greyvalue, gradient and sector images) and the

list of regions and list of detected Iines is huge. If all the attributes have to be found than the memory

has to be even bigger. The memory capacity of the SUN was to small to implement the line attribute

finder. Some attributes are already used in the line detection. As output we used a D2D file format.

D2D file format:

vertexnumber x y
I
I
I
I
I
I

vertexnumber x y

Lines:
vertexnumberl vertexnumber2. [attributes]

I
I
I
I
I
I

vertexnumberl vertexnumber2. [attributes]

With vertexnumber as the number of a point; x y as the screen coordinates in pixels; vertexnumberl

and vertexnumber 2 are the number which span the line; attributes of a Hne can be written behind the

line.First all the existing points are declared. Then all the Iines are declared. The format can be

extended with attributes of the lines. The attributes are written behind the dot. This is optional but

should be known to the following blocks. The D2D file format is used also in the line enhancement

block (as input and output).
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7. Initial line drawing enhancement

In the preceding chapter, the detection of edges was discussed. The method that was used in the

system was a straight line detector. Each line is defined by two endpoints. The camera image was

enhanced before the edge detectio~. This is both done to find a good 2D representation of the image.

From this 2D representation, it is possible to recover a 3D representation. If the 2D representation

contains errors, then the conversion to 3D representation wiJl yield problems. For example, if lines

are missing or broken up or false lines are present, then this would cause problems in an object

recognition system. This of course depends on the robustness of the object recognition system.

Sometimes it is too difticult for the object recognition to admit the correct lines to the objects. Also

to reject lines that do not exist or lines that are not wanted. These are called, false lines in the

definition of noise. With the use of pre-knowledge, it is possible to eliminate most of the errors in

the 2D representation. As was discussed in the 3D-acquisition with pre-knowledge in 3.5 . The

method that is used depends on the pre-knowledge available. Also the operations that are wanted,

influence the method that is used to apply the pre-knowledge and improve the 2D representation. The

edge detector produces only straight line pieces and this can be seen as pre-knowledge.

A general problem of edge detectors is that they produce an abundance of false lines. For example

a threshold must be very low if all the real edges, including the low contrast edges, have to be

detected. Because of the low threshold a lot of false lines are detected too.

In this chapter the "initial line drawing enhancement" (ILDE) block is discussed. The block receives

rough 2D line drawings from the low level vision and parameters from the DDB. The result of the

ILDE block is an enhanced 2D Hne drawing. The false lines have to be filtered out of the 2D line

drawing. The next step is to connect Hnes to each other. This is the edge linking process. For these

two operations we use pre-knowledge. The false line suppression and edge linking are discussed in

paragraph 7.1. The implementation in C-Ianguage is described in section 7.2.

This is discussed in 7.1. In 7.2. we discuss the implementation in the C-Ianguage program linesel.
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7.1. Lineselection with pre-knowledge

In figure 7.1 a "typical " image is shown. It is an image of a part of a ship. It is a smalJ compartment

(a sbips cabin) that bas to be welded. The weid seams should be detected or located by the vision

system. The weid seams can be located if a 3D representation is present. From a database system it

is possibie to derive the positions of the weid seams. The 3D-CAD-representation is a representation

of the 3D objects with their placement in world coordinates. Here the important edges of the objects

are depieted as Hnes. The line selection bas to the correct Hnes.

The pre-knowledge that is used for selection is a set of heuristic rules.

Figure 7.1 Typical image of possible scenes.

The mies wilJ be discussed and illustrated with a (typica\) image. In figure 7.2 we have the "rough"

Hne representation of the image of tigure 7. 1 .

As can be seen in figure 7.2, the rough Hne representation is far from ideaJ. The abundance of Hnes

will cause an object recognition system serious problems. The false lines are produced by the noise

that was present in the original image. This noise was reduced by the filtering step. The rest of the

noise produced false lioes. It is possible to find less false lines by increasing a threshold in the line

deteetioo method. A higher threshold for example in the line estimator will result in less false Hnes

but also some real lines are lost. Then the low contrast Hnes cannot be detected. The performance of

the edge detector decreases.
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Figure 7.2 The "rough" line (2D) representation.

The line enhancement is done in three steps. First a probability is admitted to a line according to the

chance that the line is real and not a false line. A line with probability 1.0 is a real line and a line

with the probability 0.0 is absolutely a false line. The other lines have a probability between 1.0 and

O.O. The assignment of the probability is done with a set of heuristic rules. The parameters of the

DDB are used to create the heuristic rules. The parameters are

-the list of possible objects (the workpiece code)

-the lighting conditions

-the anticipated position and orientation of the objects

-camera adjustments

For the selection we use properties of the lines. We give each line a probability.

A line that has a probability 0.0 is a false line. This line is always rejected in the program.

An important property of a line is the length of a Hne. This can give the first heuristic rule.

- if the length of a line is greater than a threshold then the

probability of a line is 1.0 .

Because the rule is based on experience, the value of the threshold length should be adapted to

possible objects in the scene. For example the threshold can be chosen as half of the length of the
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Figure 7.3 The scheme of the line enhancement process

longest expected line. In the image of figure 7.1 and figure 7.2 a threshold is used of 50 pixels. The

image has a size of 400x400 pixels. The probability 1.0 is admitted only to the longest lines of the

Hne drawing. The chance is very slim that noise produces a set of pixels that make a region big

enough to create a Hne longer then 50 pixels. The only fault that can happen and create a long line,

is a sharp shadow of more then 50 pixels. This is important, tor the object recognition system, to

know.

With the exception of the shadow lines we can say that all the Hnes with probabilities 1.0 are correct,

in the sense of existence. The accuracy of the direction or position of a Hne does not influence the

probability of the Hne, in this Hnes selection. We use the knowledge that these lines are correct, for

further selection of the lines. The Hnes with a probability 1.0 represent edges from T- or L-struts,

walls or long seams like two adjoining groundplates. From the rest of the lines we separate a part

with Hnes that is more likely to be correct then the lines of the other part. The length again is used.

Here a length of 10 pixels, is the border. This gives two new groups of Hnes. We call the lines

shorter then 10 pixels very likely false Hnes because they do not correspond to Hnes in the scene. All

the objects are longer than 10 pixels. Only electrical noise or noise Iike dots and spots can create such

small Hnes.

The second property of the scenes that we use is that all the Hnes are connected to other Hnes. In the

scene not one line is loose, in a sole place of the scene where no other objects are. In the rough Hne

drawing from the edge detector most of the Hnes are loose. The edge detector does not connect the

Hnes. Also the inaccuracy of the endpoints of the Hnes cause the Hnes not to connect correctly. But

we know that the inaccuracies of the edge detector are bounded. Here we find an other rule. The

property we use is the distance between the line and a line (real Hne) with probability 1.0 . From the

Hnes with a probability 1.0 we know that they are correct. We assume that they cover all the

important parts of the image (scene).

All the Hnes that He close (distance smaller than ± 10 pixels), to a Hne with probability 1.0, are more
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Iikely then the other Iines, therefor they get a higher probability.

We also look at the distance of Iines, shorter than 10 pixels, to Iines, with probability l.O. But here

the distance has to be shorter than ±3 pixels. This is for the short end of strongbacks and stiffeners

which are the only "real lines" that are smaller than 10 pixels.

For admitting the probabilities, it is also possible to use extra line properties which can be measured

by the edge detector. These extra properties are used to decide whether a line is correct. These are

properties Iike :

- measurement of straightness (MOS)

- the contrast over a Iine

- the direction of the line, vertical horizontal or under a

certain angJe

- the average orientation of the line-support region of a line

- the steepness of the intensity change of the line in the image

- the number of lines within a certain distance (neighbourhood)

More heuristic rules should then be developed to admit probabilities to the Iines. The rules that are

used should be put in a sort of Knowledge Base System (KBS). The KBS has an overall view of the

conditions that are present in the total vision system and intluence the single operations of a part of

the vision system. Therefor a KBS should deliver (or adapt) the rules too, every time that the vision

system is used and should be adapted to a changed scene, that is expected. Things Iike the Iighting

conditions are known to the KBS but not to the line selection part.

The meaning of the values should be known to the following object recognition system part. The

probabilities are useful to the object recognition system.

There was still no discussion about what probabilities should be admitted to the lines. Setting the

values of the probabilities is also a part of the programmer. The meaning of the value of a probability

is only for the use of the following part of the vision system, the object recognition part. There should

be an interface between the lineselection and the object recognition. The values that are admitted

should be able to be changed by the operator. The human eye is still a powerful tooI in recognizing

objects.

An other use of heuristic rules is, the connecting of Iines that are broken up in two or more parts.

Because of the noise in the image, long lines can be fragmented in two or more shorter Iines.

Heuristic rules can be used to connect the fragmented Iines to one long line. A rule that can be used

is : if two lines, with a probability above a threshold, are close enough to each other and the angle

between each other lies in the range of _5° to +5° degrees then the lines are joined into one longer

line. An other example is: if more than two line, with a probability above a threshold or more, are

close to each other then the lines are connected. The end points are moved to the same position. The

lines stay two separate lines.
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More heuristic rules can be used to connect Iines or admit probabilities like this. If the position and

orientation of the camera and a description of the expected scene are known then it is possible to

calculate an expected line drawing (image). The possible angles (directions), that the Iines make with

the horizon, are limited. The other Iines with angles that differ from the expected directions could be

admitted a Iower probability.

There is the danger that lines are connected in a bad manner. An example is that if Iines that are

parallellie close to each other. Thèn the end points are close to each other. Also the distance between

the two Iines is smalI. The endpoints of such Iines should not be put on the same point because than

the Iines would overlap each other and this is not according to wanted linedrawing.
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Figure 7.4 An application of a heuristic rule for connecting
lines

In figure 7.4 an example of a good and a bad application of a rule is shown.

There are two kinds of mistakes

I. A rule was not applied where it should be applied.

11. A rule was applied where it should not be applied.

This can be avoided by choosing better heuristic rules. Mistake 11 may never happen because this

introduces wrong information. A rule should never throw away a correct line or connect two Iines

that should not be connected. Therefore, a rule should have enough constraints to avoid wrong use

of the rule. To make the rule more strict we can use other properties like the direct ion of the two

Iines or even the average orientation of the gradient of the underlying line-support regions. For

connecting lines, the choice of the rules has to be done more careful because here lines are joined and

altered. After connecting lines the probabilities have to be calculated again.

With the line filtering it is not as important because a line with a low probability "normally" does not

contain much information.

Choosing heuristic rules, to enhance a line drawing, should be done with great care. No Iines shouid

be eliminated that are correct. Only Iines that are incorrect should be eliminated. This set of ruies
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cannot separate all the correct lines from the incorrect lines. But if half of the incorrect Hnes are

eliminated from the 2D representation then the representation is improved. The rest of the incorrect

Hnes should be eliminated by the object recognition part of the vision system. A requirement is also

that the edge detector produces as many correct lines as possible and as few incorrect lines as

possible. This makes the lineselection a lot faster. If there are fewer lines then the processing is

faster. The lineselection should improve the results of the total edge detection part and therefor

complete the disadvantages of the edge detector step in the process.

7.2. The line selection program

The initialline drawing enhancement block is implemented in a C-Ianguage program. The program

is called linesel.c. The computer necessary is a AT-computer.

The functions ofthe program are explained below and the use is also discussed. The program can be

adapted to the object recognition that uses the line drawing of produced by the program. The input

file is a .dxd file and the output file is a .d2d file. The program is menu driven which make it easier

to use. All the parameters have default values.

The tasks of the program

• change parameters

• admit probabilities (PI)

• show line drawing

• edit line drawing

• connect Hnes

The parameters that are used for the admitting the chances can be changed. There are several rules

according to which the chances are admitted. The parameters deal with the linelength and the distance

between lines. First the lines with a probability PI = 1.00 are distinguished. Then the other

probabilities are admitted.

The rules that are used are :

-if linelength[i] > MAXLINELENGTH =~ line[i] .PI = 1.0

-if MINLINELENGTH =::;; linelength[i] =::;; MAXLINELENGTH and

distance(line[i],lineUD < DISTANCEI with Iinem.PI= 1.0 =~line[i].PI=0.75

-if MINLINELENGTH s; linelength[i] s; MAXLINELENGTH and

distance(line[i],lineUD ~ DISTANCEI with Iinem.PI= 1.0 =~ line[i].PI=0.50

-if linelength[i] < MINLINELENGTH and

distance(line[i],lineUD < DISTANCE2 with linem.PI = 1.0 =~ line[i].PI =0.25

-if linelength[i] < MINLINELENGTH and
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distance(1ine[i],line[jD ~ DISTANCE2 with line[j].PI=1.0 =~line[i].PI=O.OO

The capitalized words are the parameters ofthe rules and PI is the line probability. The default values

of the mIe parameters are:

MAXLINELENGTH = 50 pixels

MINLINELENGTH = 20 pixels

DISTANCEI = 15 pixels

DISTANCE2 = 5 pixels

These mIes are heuristic mIes. For example if a line is longer than the threshold value

MAXLINELENGTH then the line exists and the probability is 1.00. This is because if there is noise

which creates false lines in the line detector then it is very unlikely that the line will be long. The

only lines that can be false lines are sharp shadows. This can be avoided by the use of diffuse

lighting.

A line that is short and has no other correct line (with a probability 1.00) in the close neighbourhood

will probably be created by noise. Because from the pre-knowledge about the expected scenes we

know that all objects are connected to each other.

The parameters should be adjusted to the hardware that is used for surveying the scene. A different

focal length of the lens of the camera will give a different object size.

Also if the distance of the camera to the scene is increased or decreased then the parameters should

be adjusted to give an optimal result. If the parameters are too small then all the Iines get a

probability 1.00 and the Iineselection has no use.

For connecting the lines we assumed that the camera is hanging above the scene with an angle

(almost) perpendicular to the groundplate. We now know that the Iines (edges) of the objects that

occur in the scene have a direction parallel or perpendicular at each other.

For connecting lines we use the following rules:

- ifthe distance(endpointl.line[i],endpoint.Iine[jD< COISTANCEI and

I angle ex between line[i] and line[j] I < 5 degrees with line[j].PI = 1.0

then join the two lines to one line.

To join two lines it is possible to take the average of the two Iines. Better would be to take the two

underlying line-support regions of the lines and estimate a new line through both Iines.

- if the distance(endpoint.Iine[i],endpoint.line[jD < CDISTANCE2 and

80 degrees < I angle ex between line[i] and line[j] I < 100 degrees with line[j] .PI = 1.0

then conneet the Iines.
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To calculate the new endpoints we use an other rule.

-if Iinelength[iJ > 3*linelength[j] then endpoint line[j] is moved to the position of the endpoint of

IineIiJ. LineIiJ is not changed.

-if 1/3*linelengthUJ < Iinelength[iJ < 3*linelengthUJ then both Iines are made longer till they cross.

The intersection of these two Iines is the new endpoint for both Iines.

-if Iinelength[i] < 1/3*linelength[j] then the endpoint of line[i] is moved to the position of the

endpoint of line[j].

We do not change the direction of the Iines. Only the endpoints.The direction of the lines are more

accurate then the endpoints (for long lines).

These rules may be improved if the average orientation of the line-support regions (as the direction

of the lines) was used. This has not been tested jet. It is also possible to admit higher probabilities

to Iines that are horizontal or vertical in the line drawing.
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Figure 7.5 Rough line drawing

In figure 7.5 an example is shown of a rough line drawing. The line drawing exists of 110 lines. The

line drawing represents a part of a shipcabin. This line drawing is enhanced. First we admit

probabilities to lines. The admitted probabilities are represented in figure 7.6.

The pattern corresponds to a probability.

PI=1.00" "

PI=0.75 " "

PI=0.50 _

PI=0.25 or 0.0 " _
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If the computer has a colour screen then the lines with different probabilities are coloured different.

PI= 1.0, white and PI=O.O, black

We found 19 lines with a probability 1.00. These are the most important Hnes. Then the other

probabiHties were admitted. This resulted in

7 Hnes with a PI=0.75

8 Hnes with a PI =0.50

14 Hnes with a PI =0.25

62 Hnes with a PI =0.00
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Figure 7.6 Line drawing with the admitted probabilities

If we filter the Hnes below a probability PI =0.5 then the least important Hnes are eHminated. The

result is shown in figure 7.7.

The remaining Hne may be connected. There is no example of the connecting because this part is not

implemented completely.

Using more features of the Hnes for making decisions improves the performance of the line selection.

The disadvantage is that each feature that is added for making decisions increases the calculation time

of the program. A compromise between using more features or calculation time has to be found.

The selection improves the line drawings because it eliminates the Hnes with less "importance". A

measure of "importance" is shown in the developed program.The rules admit a measure of

importance. More research has to be done for improving the method. It can be noted that the Hne

detection method described in chapter 6 and 7 can also be used if the camera is not hanging
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perpendicular to the groundplate but with an angle.

A KBS (knowledge base system) can be used to find the rules and the rule-parameters. Now the block

that creates the rules and the parameters is done by an operator.

L

\
Figure 7.7 The line drawing after filtering with a threshold
Pl=O.5
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8. Conclusions and recommendations

The following results have been obtained during this investigation:

- The disturbances in images that should be eliminated by a survey system are defined.

- A prototype low level vis ion system has been developed to generate a 2-dimensional line drawing

from an acquired greyvalue camera image. We can say that the system is

* the system is automatic and only in special cases human intervention is needed.

* the system detects alI the straight edges that are present in the image.

* the accuracy of the measurement of the system is I pixel in the endpoints of the

detected lines. In the real scale environment the accuracy would be about 0,5 cm.

* the system is appropriate tor the detection of low contrast edges unlike many other

edge detectors.

* the processing time tor detection of lines for one image is about 2 minutes.

- A prototype line enhancement system has been developed to improve the results of the low level

vision system.

* the system eliminates most of the false lines detected by the low level vision system.

* the system is able to conneet endpoints of the lines together.

* heuristic rules are used for the selection and connecting of the lines.

* the system works with an operator.

Also some recommendation have been made. These recommendations concern both systems. The low

level vis ion system and the initial line drawing enhancement system.

The prototype low level vision system can still be improved. The improvements concern the

ergonomics of the system. The use has to be made easier. Also the performance can be improved.

This can be done by using more sector in a partition tabie. An other way of increasing the

performance is by using more attributes to select lines. If we use the measurement of straightness then

it is possible to adapt the straight line detector algorithm for detecting curved edges. A problem of

the edge detection method is that the weId seams between two groundplates are not detected welI. This

is a problem that occurred with the use of the models that were used. It has to be examined if the

weid seams give problems tor images from the real scale workpieces. If this problem remains in the

real scale workpieces then an additional method like the thin line method or the thresholding has to
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be used for the detection ofthe edges ofthe weId seams between two groundplates. Both these method

are very fast and simple and can be used as additional edge detection. In the future multilayer edge

detection has to be studied. The results tèlr the real scale workpieces will probably be better because

in the real scale workpiece the focal depth will be better. The system was tested for camera images

from a camera hanging perpendicular to the groundplate of the workpiece. The system can also

manipulate images from a camera not hanging perpendicular above the groundplates of the workpiece.

For the line drawing enhancement block we can recommend the use of a knowledge base system. A

knowledge base system should make rules for the selection of the Iines and the connecting of the

Iines. The rules should be corresponding to the expected objects and scenes. This is now done by the

operator. This should be made automatic. An example has been given and the knowledge base should

operate similar to the hllman operator. The output tile of both developed and implemented blocks is

a D2D file which can be viewed with the program Iineselection too. The line drawing that are

produced will suitable to use as input for an object recognition system.
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APPENDIX A :

THE OBJECT RECOGNITION SYSTEMS

From: Describing and recognizing 3-D übjects Using Surface Properties, by Tin-Jun Fan,
Springer-verlag, New York, 1990. DGR90TIN, p.17-26.

2.1.4 SUMMARY

From the above discussion, we find that volume descriptions have the ad
vantage that they provide complete object-centered descriptions; unfortu
nately, these descriptions are in genera! hard to compute. On the other
hand, curvefline descriptions are easier to obtainj but they.contain less
information than is necessary to describe 3-D objects, and they are sensi
tive to noise and occlusion. Therefore, most of the curvefline descriptions
serve as an intermediate step which is used to derive further descriptions
at higher levels such as surface descriptions. This is the reason why surface
descriptions are chosen in our research. Furthermore, among those different
approaches used in surface descriptions, global surface descriptions suffer
from being highly sensitive to occlusion, while randomly segmented de
scriptions have the disadvantages of being sensitive to small changes and
of usually requiring a large number of patches. Thus, a surface description
based on segmentation at physical features is the best choice.

2.2 Survey of Recognition Systems

In this section, typical object recognition systems are listed. Each example
is discussed according to the following issues:

• How are the models invoked and represented?

• What scene features are extracted and described?

• How is the matching of the descriptions of model and scene objects
done?

• Major advantages of this system.

• Major disadvantages of this system.
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2.2.1 3DPO

Roraud and Bolles [44] and Bolles et al [18] presented the 3DPO system
for recognizing and locating 3-D parts in range data.

Modeis:

The model consists of two parts: an augmented CAD model and a feature
c1assification network. The CAD model describes edges, surfaces, vertices,
and their relations. The feature-c1assification network c1assifies observable
features by type and size. The model objects are represented by a tree-like
network such that each feature contains a pointer to each instance in the
CAD models.

Scene features:

Range images are used in this system. Discontinuities are detected and
c1assified into cylindrical and linear curves.

Matching:

A local-feature-focus method is used. At first, the system searches for fea
tures that match a feature for same model (for example, a cylindrical
curve with a given radius). Then objects are hypothesized by determin
ing whether a pair of observed segments are consistent with a given model
feature.

Advantages:

The main advantage is that the representation for models is object
centered. The system al50 shows good results on bin-picking tasks of in
dustrial parts.

Disadvantages:

Since the model5 are represented in 3-D, it is very difficult to compute them
automatically, therefore a CAD model is required that usually needs help
from a user, and it al50 needs a very complex network. Furthermore, this
system relies heavily on detecting circular ares and straight dihedral edges,
sa the shape of the objects it can recognize is restrieted.

2.2.2 NEVATIA AND BINFORD

Nevatia and Binford [64] presented a technique which uses generalized
cylinders to describe and recognize curved objects.

Models:

Each model object is represented by a relational graph for each view of
this object, using a set of generalized cylinders corresponding to elongated
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subparts of the object. The object parts are represented as ribbons which
contain 3-D cross-sections of range discontinuity boundaries, and joints
which indicate the adjacency of ribbons. Finally, a relational graph is gen
erated for each model view. Each node of the graph represents a joint, and
each link represents its corresponding ribbon as80ciated with the geomet
ric properties of this ribbon, such as the ms length, average cross-section
width, elongatedness, and type (conical or cylindrical).

Scene features:

The same technique is used to describe the scene objects. Each scene object
is finally represented by a relational graph.

Matching:

The matching consists of two major steps: In the first step, significant
features of the description are used to index the models. This is done by
comparing three properties of the distinguished pieces (long or wide pieces)
in the object. These properties are the connectivity of the distinguished
piece (connected at one end or both), its type (distinguished because it is
long or because it is wide), and whether it is conical or cylindrical. In the
second step, the object description is compared to each of these models (in
the order of indexing) and preferred matches chosen. This is done by first
matching similar, distinguished pieces. The match is then grown to include
other pieces, while maintaining consistent connectivity relations. The scene
graph is allowed to match a model graph, even if some of the model ribbons
are not present in the scene graph. But the scene graph may not contain
extra ribbons which are not matched by any ribbon in the model graph.

Advantages:

Model and scene object descriptions can be computed automatically. The
description is data-driven in the sense that no a priori knowledge about
the objects is required. Furthermore, partial occlusion and articulation on
scene objects are al80 allowed.

Disadvantages:

This method, as well as others which use volume descriptions, may not be
able to work with 3-D objects with complex shapes.

2.2.3 ACRONYM

Brooks [25,26] developed an image understanding system called
ACRONYM which uses generalized cylinders for descriptions of model and
scene objects.
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ModeIs:

The modelobjeets are represented by hierarchical graphs of primitive vol
umes described by generalized cylinders (GC). Tbe user constructs a tree
for each object, where nodes contain parts of objects represented by GC,
and links represent their subpart relation. The tree is hierarchical in that
higher nodes in the tree correspond to more significant parts in the descrip
tion. The user is also required to construct a model dass hierarchy called a
restrietion graph. This graph contains sets of constraints for different classes
of objects and is used later to guide tbe match between model and scene
objects. Tbe root node represents tbe empty set of constraints. A node is
added as a cbild of another node by construeting its constraint list from
the union of its parent '5 constraints and the additional constraints needed
to define tbe new node's more spedalized model class. An arc in the graph
always points from a less restrictive model class to a more restrictive one.
During the matching process, other nodes are also added to the restriction
graph in order to specialize further a given model for case analysis, or to
specify an instance of a match of the model to a set of image features.

Scene features:

Ribbons and ellipses are used to describe scene objects. A ribbon is used to
describe the projection of a GC body and an ellipse is used to describe the
ends (terminators) of the GC. At first, contours of objects are extracted
and linked, then ribbons and ellipses are fit to the sets of contours. The
descriptions are finally represented by an observation graph wbose nodes
contain ribbon and ellipse descriptions and links specify spatial relations
between nodes.

Matching:

ACRüNYM predicts appearances of models in terms of ribbons and ellipses
that can be observed in an image based on viewpoint-insensitive symbolic
constraints. A rule-base module followed by a case analysis is used to gener
ate and restrid predictions. Matching is performed at two levels: First, pre
dicted ribbons must match image ribbons, and second, these local matches
must be globally consistent.

Advantages:

The main achievement of this system is that it provides an effective pre
dictive and geometrieal reasoning method that can be very useful in image
understanding.

Disadvantages:

The main restriction of ACRONYM is that models and restrietion graphs
are constructed by the user, which is very expensive and restriets the pos
sibility of automatic model building. Furthermore, since both models and
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scenes are represented by GCs that consist of ribbons and ellipses, the
shape of model and scene objects is restricted; in addition, the viewing
direction is assumed to be approximately known.

2.2.4 EXTENDED GAUSSIAN IMAGE (EGI)

Horn et al used multi-view EGI models to recognize 3-D objects [45,46,49].

Modeis:

Each model object is represented by its mapping on the Gaussian sphere.
More specifically, a two-dimensional table is constructed for each possible
viewpoint-EGI pair.

Scene features:

Each scene object is represented by an EG!.

Matching:

The EGI's of scene objects and model views are compared. To constrain
the search space, the two EGI's are first aligned along the directions of
minimum EGI mass inertia, then a match measurp. is specified by comparing
the similarity in their mass distributions. The model that maximizes this
measure is chosen as the matched model.

Advantages:

The computation of EGI is straightforward and fast; furthermore, the same
description is used to represent model and scene objects so that no transIa
tion is required as is necessary for those systems using different descriptions
far models and scenes.

Disadvantages:

EGI is sensitive to ocdusion and is unique only for convex objects. Fur
thermore, when multiple objects are present in a single scene, it may be
necessary to segment the EGI into regions corresponding to separate ob
jects, and it is not dear how to achieve this, except for simple-shaped
abjects.

2.2.5 OSHIMA AND SHIRAI

Oshima and Shirai [66,67] developed a model-based recognition system for
abjects with planar and curved surfaces.

Mode/s:

Each model is represented by a relational-feature graph whose nodes rep
resent planar or smoothly curved surfaces, and links represent relations
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between adjacent surfaces.

Scene features:

Range images of 3-D objects are used. Connected points with similar range
values are grouped into small surface elements, these elements are then
merged into maximal planar and curved regions. For each surface, a set
of global features is computed, including surface type, number of adjacent
regions, area, perimeter, compactness, occlusion, minimum and maximum
extent, and mean and standard deviation of radius.

Matching:

Matching is achieved by a combination of datardriven and model-driven
searching processes. At first, kemel nodes which consist of large, planar
surfaces with .no occlusion are extracted. Next, an exhaustive search of
all model graphs is performed and those containing regions which match
the kernel nodes are selected as candidates. Finally, a depth-first search is
applied to build the correspondences for remaining surfaces.

Advantages:

The model descriptions can be computed automatically, and the same de
scription is used to represent model and scene objects.

Disadvantages:

Only one view is used for each model object, if objects may be viewed from
multiple directions, then a separate relational graph must be constructed
for each view, and these models must be treated independently by the
matching process. Furthermore, no occlusion is allowed for curved surfaces.

2.2.6 GRIMSON AND LOZANO-PÉREZ

Grimson and Lozano-Pérez [39,40] discussed how local measurements of 3
D positions and surface normals can be used to identify and locate objects
from among a set of unknown objects.

ModeIs:

Models consist of polyhedral objects represented by their planar faces. The
information about these faces (such as their equations) and the relations
between faces (such as distance) are also computed.

Scene features:

Sparse range or tactile data of 3-D objects are used as scene features.
The sensor is assumed to be capable of providing 3-D information about
the p06ition and local surface orientation of a small set of points on the
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objects. Each sensor point is processed to obtain surface points and surface
nonnals.

Matching:

The matching process contains two steps: In the first step, a set of feasible
interpretations of the sensory data is constructed. Interpretations consist of
pairings of each sensed point with some object surface of one of the modeis.
Interpretations inconsistent with loca! constraints are discarded. In the sec
ond step, the feasible interpretations are verified by a transformation test.
An interpretation is accepted if it can be used to solve for a transformation
that would place each sensed point on an object surface.

Advantages:

The advantages include the fact that sparse range or tactile data can be
recognized, the transformation of the sensed objects can be computed, and
the representation for model and scene objects are compact and can be
obtainèd easily.

Disadvantages:

Only polyhedra! objects or objects with sufficient number of planar surfaces
can be used in this system.

2.2.7 FAUGERAS AND HEBERT

Faugeras and Hebert [37] developed a system to recognize and locate rigid
objects in 3-D space.

Models:

Modelobjects are represented in terms of linear features such as points,
lines, and planes.

Scene features:

Range images are used. The same features such as significant points, lines,
and planes are used to describe scene objects. Edges such as surface dis
continuities are extracted using nonmaxima suppression on maxima of sur
face normals. Planar surfaces are then extracted by using a region-growing
method that is similar to that used by Besl and Jain [10].

Matching:

The system uses rigidity constraints to guide the matching process. At first,
possible pairings between model and scene features are established, and the
transformation is estimated using quaternions. Then, further matches are
predicted and verified by the rigidity constraints.
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Advantages:

This system uses transformation or rigidity constraints which is indepen
dent of viewing directions.

Disadvantages:

Only linear features are used. Furthermore, the segmentation of objects
may result in a large number of surface patches, and since the segmentation
is not guided, it is sensitive to small changes on the surfaces.

2.2.8 BHANU

Bhanu [13] presented a 3-D scene analysis system for the shape matching
of real world 3-D objects.

Modeis:

Object models are constructed using multiple-view range images. At first,
range images of each model object from different views are acquired. The
relative orientation between each pair of views is assumed to be known.
Then the surface points of the object in each view are isolated from the
background by removing pixels with large depth values (far away from
viewer). Second, a large number of object surface points are obtained by
transforming points from each individual views into a common object
centered coordinate system. Finally, the object is represented as a set of
planar faces approximated by polygons. This is accomplished by a two-step
algorithm. In the first step, a three-point seed algorithm is used to group
surface points into face regions, and in the second step, the face regions are
approximated by 3-D planar convex polygons.

Features:

Range images of unknown objects are acquired using a range finder. The
object points are segmented from the background and grouped into 3-D pla
nar convex polygons using the technique described above. Tbe face features
such as area, perimeter, length of maximum, minimum, and mean radius
vectors from the face centroids are extraeted for matching primitives.

Matching:

Shape matching is performed by matching the face description of an un
known view with the stored model using a relaxation-based scheme called
stochastic face labeling. The face features obtained above are used to eom
pute the initial face-labeling probabilities for possible matching between
each model face mi and each face in the unknown view Si. Then the label
ing probabilities are updated by ehecking the compatibilities in geometrie
transform for each pair <mi, Si>' The compatibility between mi and Si is
obtained by finding the transformation 11 between them, and applying Ti
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to other pairs < mj, Sj>, computing the error in feature values after the
transformation. The match is less compatible if the error is large.

Advantages:

The major advantage is that the model is represented in an object-centered
coordinate rather than in that of individual views. Furthermore, the de
scription is data-driven and can be computed automatically without help
from a user.

Disadvantages:

The method relies too heavily on the consistency of the output from the
face-finding algorithm. Furthermore, since only planar faces are used, the
number of faces is very large, 85 in the example shown in [13].

2.2.9 IKEUCHI

Ikeuchi [50] developed a method for object recognition in bin-picking tasks.

Modeis:

Object models are generated under various viewer directions, apparent
shapes are then classfied into groups. The models consist of surface iner
tia, surface relationship, surface shape, edge relationship, EGI, and surface
characterstic distribution.

Scene features:

Since this system is mainly designed for tasks for bin-picking, only one type
of object, which is the same one as in the model, appears in the scene. The
same surface features used in models are extracted and classified by the
help of the model.

Matching:

An interpretation tree is generated according to various model views. The
orientation and location of the scene object are then decided by comparing
their surface features and classified by the interpretation tree.

Advantages:

This system is helpful in bin-picking tasks.

Disadvantages:

Strictly speaking, this is not a recognition system, but a system which
identifies a given 3-D object to be picked up.
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2.2.10 SUMMARY

Other contributions in object recognition are due to Bolles and Cain [17]
and Ayache [4]. More detailed surveys can be found in [9,20,28].

In summary,

• Some systems listed above are highly model-dependent and restricted
to the dass of models known to them [18,50]. By using modeis, it is
p08sible to work with low-Ievel scene descriptioDS, but at a cost in
tlexibility and generality.

• Systems using volume descriptioDS [64,26] have difliculties with 3-D
objects of complex shape.

• The systems that use different representations for model and scene
either require sophisticated procedures to translate the descriptions,
or require restrictions on the shape or orientation of the object [18,26].

• The systems that use multi-view surface models are easier to compute
than the ones using volume models [50]; however, the number of views
is quite large.

Here, we have decided to perform the matching on graphs representing
the visible surfaces of objeets, and to use the same description for both
model and scene objects.
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The video camera MI uses a charge coupled device (CCD) instead of a pickup

tube. The major advantages of a CCD-camera are:

- Miniaturized and light weight

- High resistance to vibration and mechanical shock

- long life and high stability

- Precise image geometry

- Low lag and high resistance to image burning

- Quick start-up

- High sensitivity

- Immune to strong magnetic fields

- Low power consumption

These qualities make the CCD-camera MI very widely applicable for

industrial measurements and vision applications.

2. Syste. co.position:

The camera MI is available with a standard C-mount (MX-C) or a mini

bayonet mount (MX-B). The standard lens with mini bayonet has f-25 mm and

F-l.4. The C-mount camera is not supplied with a standard lens.

The camera can be mounted using aservo attachment (see fig. 1), or can be

attached to a tripod, when f1 tted with a tripod receptacle (U 3/S"-16UNC).

The camera head can be separated from the camera body. The electrical

connections are then maintained using a special extension cable.

Also available is the MI camera linked to an (optional multistage) image

in tens Hier.
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3. locatiou of parta aud their functiou (cont)

1 VIDEO OUT ~onnector: 1 Vpp @ 75 ohms; BNC connector.

2 MULTI PURPOSE connector ( 8 pin, mating connector Binder 09-0426 00 08)

Pin No. Signal

-------------------------------------------
1 +12V

2 V-sync

3 H-sync

4 Ext. dock in

5 Ext. dock return

6 Video out ( • 1)

7 Video return

8 GND

3 EXT-SYNC. connector

To gen-Iock the camera, a 300mV sync. signal (negative sync.) or a

video signal is connected to this BNC connector. The termination

resistor is 75 ohms. To connect several cameras to one sync. signal,

resistor A has to be removed (see chapter 4).

4 GAMMA CORRECT ION switch

OFF: the video processing is linear (switch down)

ON: the video signal passes the gamma correction circuit (switch up).

The amplification in black is now 5 times greater than in white.

5 AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL switch (AGC)

With AGC off (switch down) the camera has a fixed gain that can be

adjusted by trimpot B. When the AGC is switched on (switch up) the

maximum AGC-gain can be set by trimpot B, inside the camera. For Vision

applications we advise to switch off the AGC.
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6 FASTENING OF THE CAMERA HEAD

The camerahead is fastened to the body by one screw on the back of the

camera. To avoid possible damage never remove this screw with power

supplied to the camera.

4. CAKEiA SYNCBaOlUSATIOH

The camera can by synchronised in two different ways.

By applying a 1 Vpp video signal to connector 3 the camera can be

Gen-Locked to an external video source. The camera will automatically

switch off it's intemsl crystal oscillator and switch over to a voltage

controlled oscillator instead.

A second synchronisation method is the pixel-synchronous mode. Sampling

errors due to phase-jitter in a gen-Iocked system are now eliminated.

With a 22.5 MHz, 3Vpp clock signal connected to connector 2-pin 4 and pin

5 (return), the camera will switch off the internal crystal oscillator and

gives control to the external clock. Now pixels are shifted out every

second rising edge of the clock signal. A typical clock-driver circuit is

given in fig. 2.

By keeping the clock signal low for 4 periods, followed by a 4 period high

state, the camera performs an asynchronous reset to ~he first line in the

first field. A reset is immediatly followèd by a frame transfer to empty

the image part of the CCD. For exact timing please refer to fig. 3.

When this reset-sequence is applied once every field, the picture wil I

become non-interlaced.

Contineously applying the 4 period high/low reset-sequence, or removing

the external clock, will switch the camera back to its internal crystal

oscillator.

When using the camera in combination with an AID convertor, the

sampling-ra te of the convertor should be 11.25 MHz, i.e. the pixel rate of

the camera. A lower frequency derates the horizontal resolution, a higher

frequency is not necessary.
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6. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OP A CCD-IMAGE SENSOR

'l'he la CCD caaera eaploys a fraae trausfer ill8ge device. It consists of

two pixel......trices of 604(B) by 288(V) pixels each. One I18trix is

light-sensitive (i.e. the t-age part), the other is covered vith aluainua

and acts as a fraae store (storage part).

The vertical shift-registers of the t-age and storage part are divided by

4 different electrodes in 288 pixels, .e&suring 10 x 15 ua each.

Alter 20 u. of integration, the accuaulated charge of the 1.aage part is

shifted out into the storage part duriIlg the vertical b1aDking. Pro. the

storage part the linea are sh1fted out one by one during the next 20 u.

Two interlaced fields are aade by shifting the pixel position up and down

by 1 electrode. .. _

fig. 5. Sensor layout
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When shooting a strong light souree or a very bright object, a bright belt

is produced above and belov the object. This pheno.enon is known as

-saear-. When the lens is not shutted during fra-e transfer all pixels

that are shifted through the highlight viII store extra charge, causing

thea to be .are bright. This produces the bright belt.

V.tJeo monItor
s(reen

Lognt bell·',ke "ne
(Smear pnenomenonl

( '.

fig. 6. Saear

..- .

St rong "gnt source or
broght obiecl
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Dark. current (theraa.l. generated charge) is inherent to a seaiconductor

device. At roo. teaperature7 the aaount of dark. current in all pixels is

closely aatched 7 but as te.perature rises 7 the aaount of dark. current

rises exponentially (in fact it doubles approx. every 10 degr. celsius).

Aa aresuit the absolute difference between the dark. current of various

pixels also increases. This causes an effect called -f1xed pattern noise-.

"
Figures 7 and 8 show soae genera1 inforaation on the sensors resolution

and spectral response.
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fig. 8. Spectral response of the sensor
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anU-blooatng

7. SPECIFICATIONS

laage sensor Fraae transfer NXA 1011
uuaber of. pixels 604(H) x 575(V)
pixel size 10 ua x 15 ua
light sensitive area 7.5 _ diagonal iaage aatehing

eaaera tube foraa t
7 stops

the half ineh

TV staudard

Pixel rate

Video signal

Supply voltage

Light sensitivity

SIB

CCIl 625 lines interlaeed
possibility of non-interIaeed scanning of the
even field
11.25 Khz.

1 Vpp in 75 obas

12 V De, 160 aA

3 lux with F-l.4

>46 dB (.&Ge off, OdB, gaaaa on)

!liu1sa1 seene 1lluaiuatlon 1 lux (without U-filter)

External synehronisation

.&Ge

Gamma eorreetion

Outputs

Slzes

Lens aount
KX-B
KX-C

Lens
MX-B

Teaperature range

\leight

gen-loek 300av negative syne or video (CVBS)
Cloek (22.5 Khz.) with raster reset

18 dB aaxiaua adjustable by tri.pot

ga-.a-l or 0.5

H- and V-syne. ( 11 Vtt, 6 aA aax.)

Sensor head (44 x 34 x 25)
ea.era body (44 x 34 x 85)

Kini bayonet wlth adaptor for C-aount
C-aount with user adjustable baek foeus

f-25 _, F 1.4 with infrared filter

-10 to +60 degrees eelsius

160 gr. (without lens)
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APPENDIX C :

EXAMPLES OF STRETCHING- AND FILTERING OPERATIONS



Image 1

Image 2

Image 1 is a original image of

workpiece. J'he lighting conditio

are weak.

Image 2 is

image from image

of the image bas increased.

different object of the workpie

are better to see than in image 1.



Image 4

Image 3 is a original image of a

workpiece. The Iighting conditions..... :.

of the scene are good but still not

all the available greyvalues are

used.

Image 4 is the linear stretched

image from image 2. The contrast

has increased a little bit. It cao be

noted that the histograms of image

2 and image 4 are similar.



Image 5

Image 6

Image 5 is a original image of

workpiece. The shadows show

lighting conditions. The Iighti

consisted of a set of parallel T

lamps. We can see these shado

as very low frequency phenom

nons. With a filtering operation

can eliminate most of the effect

the structered pattern of the T

lamps.

Image 6 is image 5 where the ve

low frequencies are filtered out.



Image 7

Image 8

Image 7 is a noise corrupted

image. The noise is mainly spike

noise.

Image 8 is image 7 filtered with a

median filter with a 3x3 kemel.



The effect of the filters can be tested with test patterns. Here we use l-dimensional testpatterns (also 2D

testpatterns can be used). These are shown here. The line is the testpattern without noise and the dotted line is

always the filtered signal.

(a): The signal is filtered by a mean filter with a size of 5 pixels.

(b): The signal is filtered by a Gaussian filter with a size of 9 pixels. The contour of the input signal is

followed more carfully.

(c): The signal is filtered by a median filter with a size of 3 pixels. Slow signal changes are followed perfectly

but the small peak is filtered out. If The peak was noise then the filter is useful but if line as weak as this peak

exist then the median filter cannot be used.

The tespattern with noise is used here. The signal-to-noise factor is 15dB.

The testpattern is shown in (g).

(d): The signal is filtered by a mean filter with a size of 5 pixels.

(e): The signal is filtered by a Gaussian filter with a size of 9 pixels. The contour of the input signal is

followed more carfully.

(t): The signal is filtered by a median filter with a size of 3 pixels. Slow signal changes are followed perfectly

but the small peak is filtered out. If The peak was noise then the tilter is useful but if line as weak as this peak

exist then the median filter cannot be used.

The performance of the median filter has decreased. The performance of the mean filter and the Gaussian filter

stayed the same. The disadvantage of the median filter is that its performance decreases fast as the signal-to

noise factor decreases. The performance of the lowpass filters (mean and Gaussian) decreases not so fast.
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At last we give an example of the effect of a filter operation on the performance of the edge detector. The

edge detector is a Laplacian based edge detector.

The filter is a Gaussian filter.

(a) Gaussian filter with UZ = 4

(b) Gaussian filter with UZ = 16

(c) Gaussian filter with UZ = 36

Result of applying edge detector on the images

(d) q2 = 4

(e) q2 = 16

(t) q2 = 36

Sometimes a edge detector work better if the image is blurred more. This depends on the characteristics of the

scenes and the filters.

(a) (b) (c)
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